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Ope:rational shipboard environments are characterize:d by uncertainty, short time: 
constraints, stress, multiple sources of infonnaticn and te:~mwork. However, most nav~ l 
training ignores the fundarnt:nta l thre:~-dimensional and team natures of both the 
environment and human perct:ption. The problem addressed by this research is to 
improve the qual ity and reduce the ex pense of training for naval personnel 
Our belief is that this problem can be solved by training sailors in a Virtual 
Environment tor Training (YET). Virtual environment trainers are ideally suitr.;J to 
address the ahove shortcomings and provide bener and more intuitive trai.ning at a lower 
(;ost than current methods. However, such an environment has not been proven 
theoretically possible. Our approach is to create slIch an environment. which can then be 
evaluated for its training effectiveness. 
This thesis proves the feasibility of a virtual environment to solve the Navy's 
training problem. We built a real-time, distributed , interactive: shipboard environment for 
trai ning. It consists of a three-dimensional ship model, which consists of objects 
containing over 22,000 polygons; an application program. which can render this model 
with average frame rates of fi fteen to twenty frames per second; and networbng code, 
which can incl ude a theoretit:ally unlimited number of participants, although 
pedorman(;e suffers with greater than ten panicipants. Th~ participants can interact in 
the same virllJa! ship to (;ombat several likely t:asualties, including a fuel oil leak, main 
space fire, and steam ruptme. 
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L The Navy's Training DilemUla 
Operational shipboard environments are characteriu.>:d by uncertainty, shon 
lim!: constraints, stress, multiple sources of information and teamwork. Often, crew 
members arc required to make life and death decisions based upon the information gathered 
in such an abnormal environment. However, most naval training ignores the fundamental 
three-dimensional and team natures of both the environment and human perception. 
Most Navy training for shlpboard personnel occurs on the ships themselves. 
However, Oil ships. il is impossible to produce actual casualties for the crew to fight for 
rraining. For example. it is unrealistic to blOCk a hole in the side of a ship to creale a 
flooding dri ll to train damage control personnel. To account for this problem, the Navy has 
two solutio ns 
T he first is to simulate the casualty aboard the actual ship. This is done by using 
two-dimensional props during drills, such as a piece of paper with a hole drawn on it to 
simulate a loss of hull intcgrity, a Chern-light to simulate fire or flapping blankets to 
simulate a stearn rupture. While this training can be done anywhere the ship goes, its 
realism is sorely lacking. 
The other method is to simulate the ship and have the actual' casualty. This is 
wha! is done at the Navy's shore based tIai.ning simulators. These physical mock-ups look 
like a ship and are designed to have actual casualties, such as real fires, flooding or 
engineering casualties for the sailors to fight. Whi le the sailors get much better training at 
the simulators, thcy too have serious drawba(;ks. They are very expensive to build and 
require many man·hours to operate and maintain. For these reasons, they are relatively 
scarcc, especially compared to thc number of ships needing to use them. Because of th is, it 
is often difficult for ships to schedule training in these mock-ups due to the trainer ' s lack 
of availability. Also, a ship's schedule is very unpredictable, and ships often miss lheir 
assigned training slots due to unexpectedly getting underway. 
The reason that the Navy has drills at sea and at these expensive simulators rather 
than having only classroom training is that humans have a remarkable capacity to process 
spatial information. Lessons which are learned actively in a realistic environment are more 
likely to be rctained by the trainee, and morc importantly, more likely to be applied during 
stressful situations than those learned passively in the classroom. The Navy needs a training 
device which combines the realism of the physiCal trainers, the low cost of classroom 
training and lhe portability to be taken with the ships when they leave port. 
2. Why Virtual Environmcntq 
This need can be met with the use of today's low-cost, high-.~pced computers 
using current virtual environment (VE) technology. VE technology developments over the 
past decade have produced the ability to synthesizc large scale, three-dimensional models, 
such as a Navy ship, and produce a real time, interactive simulation. Advances in network 
systems allow these graphical simulations to communicate, enabling a large number of 
people to interact in the same virtual environment. 
Although these virtual environments can be created, their capacity to solve the 
Navy' s training problem must be demonstrated before building them makes sense. Since 
virrual displays surround users with three-dimensional stimuli, personnel in virtual 
environments feel a sense of "presence," that is, that they are actually inhabiting a place 
instead of looking at a picture ofil. This aspect is illustrated in Figure 1. By being inunersed 
in the environment, they naturally interact and familiarize themselves with it. When 
personnel are immersed in a virtual environment, lhey do not have to transform their narural 
perceptions to fll into the environment as with a traditional, two-dimensional display. 
Therefore, personnel can interact within this virtual environment using the same natural 
semantics thaL they use when interacting with the physical world, which means that they 
are more likely Lo take lessons they learn there into the real world. lHITL94] 





Figure 1: Cumparison of Traditional and Virtuallnterfaccs. 
From rHITL94] 
VI:: technuiogy is ideally suited to safely prepare Navy personnel for the 
dangerous I;':llvironml;':n ts they encounter on Navy ships. Virtual environments can produce 
a training environment far morc realistic than the two dimensional simulations currently in 
use aboard ships, at a cost far below that of shore based trainers, and they are able to be 
used by the ship wherever it goes. 
It is the goal of this thesis to produce a prototype of an interactive, real-time, 
networked, virtual lTaining platfonn which can be installed on board Kav)' Ships. This 
prototype can then be evaluated for its effectiveness in training personnel. 
B. BACKGROUND 
Modeling a Navy ship and designing an interactive, real ·tim!;,: networked virtual 
environment for moving tltrough that ship has never been done. The closest work of this 
natufe is architectural walkthroughs of large scale models. However, relatively few 
researchers have completed such systems because of the inherent problem.~ a.~sociated with 
them 
It has becn estimated that visual reality as envisioned in a computer graphics imag !;': 
consists of eighty million polygons per picture [CATIv[84l Couple this number with the 
fact that in order to provide a real time interactive experience, ten frames per second is a 
conservative minimum acceptable frame rate. To be able to render a sc!;':n!;': of that 
cornple:.:ity at that speed. a computer would have to be o:;apable of rendering eight hundred 
m:ll ion polygons per second. Even the n~os t opti mistic estimates do not fore see computt'Ts 
reaching this speed any time in the near future. 
However, it is not necessary to reach that level before effective virtual environments 
can be (;feated . Complete reality may be eight hundred million polygons per seo:;ond. hut 
very realistic simulations can be rendered using only millions to tens of millions of 
polygons per second. These speeds are still far beyond the rendering capabilities of IOday 's 
workstations, but there exist methods which make it possible to produce effective 
walkthroughs using this equipment. Doing so requires high priced graphics workstations, 
high performance rendering software and efficient database management algorithms. The 
list of those who have overcome the obstacles and built large scale, interactive virtual 
environments include Airey, Rohlf and Brooks at the University of North Carolina (UNC), 
Chapel Hill, and Teller, Sequin and Funkhouser at the University of California (lJCB), 
Berkeley. The methods devised to walkthrough and interact with the virtual ship trainer are 
largcly predicated on the work of t1 lese individuals. [AJRE90Aj [FUNK94] 
Since 1986. a dedicated team of computer scientists from UNC, led by Fred Brooks, 
has consistently been at the leading edge of arehita;tural walkthrough development. They 
have bui lt a succession of interactive computer graphics systems which enable a viewer to 
e:.:perience an architectural design by ~imulating a walkthrough of a model. Rather than 
using off the shelf systems, lJNC uses graphics hardware architectures they have built in-
house; the first was Pi:.:eIPlanesI, which eventually evolved to PixclPlanesS and its 
sueo:;essor, their current aro:;hitecture, Pixel Flow. TIle increase in speed has been dramatic; 
in 1986, PixeIPlanesI rendered an 8,000 polygon model with flat shaded polygon walls at 
a frame rate of one frame every three seconds. Recently, Pixel PlanesS has achieved update 
rates of fifty frames per second on models of thirty-thousand polygons. Additionally, they 
have added many features to enhance the sense of realism in tI le virtual environment. These 
include: 
Illumination using radiosity calculations and Gouraud Shading. 
Texturing of wall, floors and furnishings. 
Spatialized sound. 
Use of stereo head-mounted displays. 
Tracking user movemcntin a twelve foot by ten foot space and translating it to the 
virtual environment. 
The group under Carlo Sequin at UCB has also been active in architectural 
walkthroughs. TIley have designed an interactive visualization of a large scale architectural 
model, consisting of over 1.4 million polygons. Originally stimulated by Airey's work at 
UNC in model partitioning, they have experienced tremendous success in obtaining near 
real-time simulations using model partitioning and level of detail algorithms lFUNK94]. 
Their work foreshadows th.e future developments which will make large-scale 
walkthroughs a reality. 
C. PRO BLEMS IN BUlLDING A VIRTUAL SHIP 
There are several problems associated with creating a networked, interactive virtual 
ship. Modeling the ship requires meticulous attention to detail and requires a great deal of 
time. The interactive mechanisms, such as navigating tluough the ship, moving objects, 
casualty scripts and interface displays need !O be well designed in order to provide a sense 
of realism to the user. Finally, to provide a networked environment to instill team training 
concepts, network protocol and packet design issues net".ded to be decided and 
implemented. Th.ese problems and others are discussed in greater detail below. 
1. Model ing 
The problems with high polygon counts m~ntioned above arc even more severe 
in models of ships. To produce the same degree of realism, a model of a ~ingte compartment 
in a ship requires over eight times the number of polygons as an entire house and almost 
six times as many as an entlie church lMINE94J. This means that the model must be 
designed extremely well to allow it to be visualized in real time. 
Naval archit~ts have recently discovered and begun to use computer aided 
design (CAD) tools. These tools are now used in all aspects of ship construction, from the 
early concept stage, through the final design, into the actual building of the ship and 
continuing into the modificati ons during the ship's thirty year life cyc1e. lt wouLd be ideal 
to convert one of these CAD models ofa ship to a polygonal database smlCture which could 
be rendered by three-dimensional visualization software. Had that been possible, it would 
be a much quicker process to create a model which provided accurate scaled details of all 
the spaces and equip ment. However, several stumbling blocks were encountered while 
attempting to reach this objective. 
The first stumbling block was trouble in obtaining CAD data of a Navy ship. 
Naval Sea Systems Command did not provide CAD data in time to be used for this thesis 
The clata was not received until January, 1995, when it was too late to attempt to incorporate 
it into this thesis. 
In addition, once CAD data was received, it was in a form unique to a 
shipbuilding company. The only method to convert the CAD data into a form which can be 
casily visualized was to write software to do this. This presented several difficulties. 
Architectural models were originally created for the generation of blueprints. The drafting 
packages used to prepare them were not written anticipating that theirresult~ would be used 
to create data for interactive walkthrough systems. Consequently, when converting CAD 
data. many objects are not modeled as closed polygons, many lines do not connect, 
polygons are drawn with no consistent orientation and many coplanar polygons coexisted. 
Because of these problems, all systems whil:h conven CAD data into visualization data 
require human intervention at some point. normally to correct problems sU(.:h as back facing 
or coplanar polygons. [ALSP92J 
2. Real-time Rendering 
As previously discussed, when a model is too large to be normally visualized at 
an acceptahlc speed, methods must be found to render it at real-time frame rates of ten to 
twenty frames per second, These methods attempt to discover how to convert this large 
problem into several smaller problems, only a few of which must be solved to render the 
scene, Doing so reduces the amount which must be stored in memory and the 
eom~utational load on the system to a level which today's machines are capable of 
r.andling. While this sounds simple in theory, it is extremely difficult to do this in a manner 
which maintain~ the fidelity of the simulation, 
3. 1)csign implementation 
Most work in interactive visualization involves vehicle simulators rather than 
architectural walkthroughs, Although there are many similaritics. two major differen(;es 
exist which pose new prohlems to the designer of the walkthrough, First, the motion or 
viewpoint control in a vehicle simulation is modeled after the vehicular constraints, The 
veh icles usually do not change dire<:tion suddenly or spin around, whereas in a 
walkthrough, the human user may perform these type of movements, Secondly, in vehicle 
simulators there is no need to detail objects precisely, since viewing usually occurs at a 
distance, On the other hand, architectural walkthroughs must be created with great care to 
detail objects pre(;isely, since the viewer inspects objects at doser ranges, 
D, SOLUTIONS 
In order to reach the final objective of providing a networked. interactive virtual 
environment of the interior of a ship and also providing the tools necessary to interact with 
the environment in a natural way, several of the problems discussed previously were 
overcome, This section presents the solutions to those different problem areas, 
L Modeling 
Modeling three-dimensional compartments. piping systems, pumps, ~nd other 
equipment on board a Navy ship using a software modeling tool takes a tremendous 
number of man-hours to accurately represent the object for realistic visualization, Beeau~e 
of the problems using CAD data mentioned previously, all compartments, piping, pumps 
and objects in thr intrrior of the ship were modeled directly using MultiGen modeling 
software. Fortunately, the modeling began with a framework; Advanced Marine 
Enterprises, a contractor which performs work for NAVS EA, released a model they created 
as part of their contracting work. The model was oftheAmares, a roll-on/roll-offship under 
design. Even starting with this framework, many painstaking man-hours were required to 
build comparunents, size piping, and produce equipment to neate a realistic ship 
environment. 
The final ship model contains only a fraction of the equipment found on board 
an actual ship. Tt contains a partially outfitted Engine Room, Combat Information Center 
(CTC), Damage Control Central (DCC), Operations Office, I-lull Technician Workshop, 
Radar Room and pa.~sages between them. Other than CTC, which is based upon the CIC of 
an Aegis class cruiser, these compartments are not modded after another ship design, but 
instead are a generic representation of what is normally found on ships. 
2. Real Time Rendering 
Model Size 
To effectively evaluate the real-time rendering algorithms used, the 
polygon count of the model needs to be sufficiently high to slow down the frame rate. The 
final model contains almost twenty-three thousand polygons, which without performance 
tuning reduces the frame rate to less than three frames per second in some areas of the ship. 
Tf the model had heen larger it would have been a better test of the performance 
enhancements, but the current model is sufficiently large to test the effectiveness of the 
algorithms. 
h. Performance 
Another extremely important goal of this system is to provide high frame 
rates to maintain the real-time feci of interactive visualization. U frame rates are too slow 
or too variable, the illusion of being present in a virtual environment is diminished 
significantly. If there are long time responses to input devices, referred to as high latency, 
the fee ling of prltsence is also degraded. Therefore. the goal is to maintain a frame rate of 
at least ten frames per second. which the accepted standard for walkthrough 
environments. and maintain interac tive response times less than a tenth of a second in order 
to o':1tain a sense of realism [NATI94]. To achieve this, an algori thm was designed relying 
on a hierarchical visual database which uses several methods to increase performance, 
including levels of detai l, potentially visible sets, and instancing. 
Natural NavigatiQIJ and Interactio" 
IdeaUy, a user should be able to actually walk and feel the environment of 
the interior of the ship as he moves through it. Physical motion powerfuUy aids the il lusion 
of presence, and actual walking enables one to feel kinesthetically how large spaces are. 
When opening a door or grahhing a fire hose, the user should be able to feel the ohject. 
Unfortunately, state of the art interfaces arc still far fro m achieving this. Even though this 
ideal is currently impossible, the application strives 10 maintain a feeling of actually being 
in a ship. A physically based walking algorithm using a mouse is used to traverse the ship . 
Also, Ihe user can usc the mouse to manipulate objects, such as doors, nozzles and valves. 
To increase the feeling of realism, several collision detection routines are 
employed. These are used to maintain the user's height of eye at a constant level above the 
deck and prevent the user from moving through objects,lne collision routines also allow 
the lIser to go up and down ladders, open doors, pick up objects such as a fIre hose, open 
the nozzle 10 spray water onto a fire, and open and close valves. 
d. Immersed Environment 
The more immersed an individual is within the virtual t:nvironment, Ihe 
greater the illusion of actually being there is. One of loday's best devices for creating 
immersive environments is the head-mounted display (l-L'v1D). An HMD provides the user 
with a wide field of view of the virtual environment while preventing the physical 
environment around them from being viewed. With the aid of a tracking device, the user's 
natural head motions allows him to luok around the virtual environment. However. many 
people do not like to wear H,'vtD's for long periods of time. Therefore, two versions ofthis 
application were designed, one using an HMD and the oUler using a standard desktop 
3, Networked Simulation System 
The goal of networking Ule simulation is to allow participants on different 
workstations to enter the same ship, move through it, and interact cooperatively. This will 
ultimately lead to a team trainer where individuals of a damage control team can practice 
fighting a fire together while being networked on different computers. Using the 
Distributed Integration Simulation (DTS) network protocol, non-articulated humans have 
successfully been networked into the Ship. Display data such as doors, flres, fue hoses and 
smoke also have been networked, so that the display is the same for each of the individuals 
participating in the simulation. 
4. Training (rutoring Tools 
a. Path Planning 
To aid in familiarization training, the simulation provides the user a tool 
which takes him along the path from any place on the ship to one of a limited number of 
destinations. By simply selecting a location from a menu, the user is translated to the 
location at walking speed, which gives him the benefit of viewing the path at normal speed. 
b. Hyper-Text Displays 
The user is able to select any object on the ship with an input device and 
renicve infonnation embedded into the visual database. This allows the user to discover the 
name and function of objects which are unfamiliar to him. 
E. ORGANIZATION 
The remainder of the thesis is broken down as follows: 
A system overview is presented in Chapter II. It includes a discussion of the 
hardware and software systems uscd. This chapter aL~o provides an overview of 
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the design strategies employed to build the ship virtual environment trainer. 
Chapter ill discusses the pro(;e.~s used to crea te the morlel. 
Chapter IV introdu(;e~ the user interface used in this simu lation 
Chapter V describes the path planning algorithm and how it is implemented. 




This chapter summarizes the hardware, software and implementation proCI;':SS used to 
design the virtual ship. It also introduces the IRIS Pl:normer tool kit and many of its 
features which this thesis will refer to throughout. 
A. HARDWARE 
j'he application was evaluated on three different types of graphics machines. The 
highest level machine u'\Cd to evaluate pcnomlancc is a Silicon Graphics Onyx Reality 
Engine 2 machine. The Reality Engine 2 incorporates a multiprocessing architectmc. 
PowcrPath2, to comhine up to 24 parallel processors based upon the Mips R4400 RISe 
CPU, which operates at 150 MHz. I/O bandwidth is rated at 1.2 OB/second to and from 
memory, with support for the V;\-fEM 64-bit bus, operating al50 MB/second. The Reality 
Engine 2 is rated at 2M flat triangle~/sccond and 900K textured. [NATI94] 
f he middle machine used to t:valuate the simulation is still a high kvd machine by 
most standards, the Silicon Graphics Power Series Reality Engint: I. This m<u:hine has four 
RJOOO 40t·1Hz processors, a single RM4 board and an integral SCSI controller. [t is ratcd 
at 1.1\1 flat triangks/sec and 160M textured pixels. Currently, this machine is no longcr 
being manufactured, but a machine of similar b'Taphics (;apability is expected to be 
available by the end of 1995 for 529, 000. This is the ma(;hint: which the authors' propose 
placing on Naval vessels to run this simulation. 
The low end machine used in the Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 Exrreme. It i~ a single 
processor ma(;hint:, having only one R4400 CPU operating at 200 MHz. It is rated at 455K 
flat triangles/sec and ]50K polygons/sec. It's biggest drawback is that it lacks the hardwart: 
and memory to handle textures, so it does not apply textures to polygons. 
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B. SOFTWARE 
1. Rendering Software 
To ~upport the objective of real time graphics simulation, nus Performer was 
chosen to create the rendering software. Performer is an application programming interface 
whose architecmre is designed to support high perfonnanee, multi-processed graphics 
applications, especially visual simulations, virtual reality and real-time, three-dimensional 
graphics. Performer is based upon hierarchical datahase, an example of whieh is shown in 
Figure 2. Performer culls the datahase so that only potentially visible geometry is sent to 
the graphics pipeline, provides fast intersection testing through database traversals, and 
performs level of detail management of objects. Most importantly, the cull, draw and 
application processes can run in parallel, greatly increasing the speed of the program. 
[ROHL94] 
Figure 2: Example Scene Hierarcby 
2. Modeling Software 
To model the ship, the MultiGen Modeling Tool prodoced by Software Systems 
was used. It is a comprehensive format that can represent nearly all of IRIS Performer's 
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advam;ed (;oncepts, including object hierarchy, instancing, le"e! of detailing, light point 
specification, texture mapping and material property specification. It is discussed in more 
detail in Chapter III. 
C. WALKTHROUGHOVERVIKW 
Rendering the scelle 
The simulation displays a three dimensional modcl created for specificilily for it; 
the modeling process used to create the model is discussed in detail in Chapter ill. To 
display the model, the application must provide the rendering software with the user's 
viewpoint. The viewer's field of view and far and near dipping planes also need to be 
specified. This information allows the rendering software to cliculale a viewing frustum, 
whkh is the volume visible to the user. An e;.;:ample of a viewing frustum is displayed in 
Figure 3. The frustum is defined by the horizontal and vertical fields of view. which arc the 
arcs which define the uscr 's vision, The frustum is also defined by the ncar and far clipping 
planes; if something is closer than the near clipping plane, it i, not displayed because it is 
too close for a human to focus on. Likewise, objects farther (lan the far dipping are too 
small \0 be seen, so they are not displaycd. 
The method in which the display is formulated is performed by a cull rravcrsal. 
The cull rraversal rraverses the hierarchical bounding volumes i'Tovided by thc scene graph, 
an example of which is shown in Figure 2. These bounding vol ~mes define the area that an 
object and all its children inhabit. These volumes can be defined as several different type 
of shapes, although nonnally they are defined as cubes, spheles, or cylinders to simplify 
interse(;tion calculations. During the cull traversal, the bound:.ng volume of each node is 
compared against lht: viewing frustum. The action taken by th~ rraversal depends upon the 
bounding volume test as follows· 
lftht: bounding vol ume is completely outside the frustum, entire hranch is pruned 
Hnd rraversal (;ontinues without traversing any of the node's children. 
If the bounding volume is completely inside the frustum, entire branch is included 




Figure 3: View Frustum. 
From [SGI94], used with permission. 
If the bounding volume is partially inside the frustum, continue testing and 
traversing down the children of the node, 
The final output of the cull traversal is geometry and graphics state infonnation which is 
scnt to the graphics hardware, [ROHL941 
Another traversal which takes place prior to each frame is the draw traversal, 'l'he 
draw traversal simply traverses the display list generated by the cull traversal and 
determines which of the objects in the display list arc actually visible. This takes into 
account that an object might be occluded from the user's view by another object. as the disc 
in Figure 4 is hidden from the user's view by the wall. After determining the visible 
polygons, the draw traversal sends commands to the graphics subsystem. The draw and cull 
traversals automatically happen prior to each frame. 
The final traversal which occurs before each frame, the intersection traversaJ, is 




Figure 4: Example of Occluded Objt!Ct 
segments and intersection masks. When traversing the scene graph, a set of line segments 
is tested against the bounding volumes of the scene hierarchy. If an intersection occurs, 
infOnllation about the ObjCC1Coilided with isreturned.ltis possible to discriminate between 
the types of objects collided with; Chapter VI describes the applications of this feature. 
So far, three different processes or traversals have been discussed - cull. draw 
and intt:rsection. The application process is the final process taking place each fra me. The 
application pro<:.:ess reads input from control devices, simulates the dynamics for motion. 
updates the visual database and performs network reads and writes. Shared memory is used 
to allow the fo ur processes to use the same data. The interaction between shared memory 
and the four processes running in two windows or pipelines is illustrated in Figure 5. 
By updating shared memory through repeated calls to the application, cull, draw 
and intersection processes. the so:;ene display is refreshed eao:;h frame. With a single 
processor and a large visual database. the frame rate will drop very low. With multiple 
CPU·s. IRIS Perfonner can distrihute the application, intersection, culling and draw 
processes between different CPU's. 'ibis ability to multi-process greatly increases the 
speed at which each rendering cycle occurs. This capability is a major reason that IRIS 
Performer was chosen over other three-dimensional visualizer tool kits 
Performer uses its own coordinate system, displayed in Figure 6, which is 






Figure 5: Multiprocessing Configuration. From [ROHL941 
and Z coordinates as wldl as the direction of view. Direction is given in heading, pitch and 
roll where heading is rotation around the Z axis, pitch is rotation about the X a'l.is and roll 
is rotation about the Y axis. All directions used in this document refer to the Performer 
coordinate system. 
2. Networking 
The ship virtual environment trainer is designed to be a networked simulation in 
order to allow many personnel to participate in the training. In order to have more than one 
work station participate in the ship virtual environment trainer, the different workstations 
must possess the software code and visual database generated by this thesis. There must 
also be a communit:ations network between the workstations involved. as well as a standard 
protoco l to send and receive infonnation. The standard protocol used in this applkation is 
the standard distributed interactive simulation (DIS) protocol [TST93) . which is designed 
by the government to ensure compatibility between workstations involved in networked 
interactive simulations. 
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Figure 6: Perfurmer Coordinate System 
From [SGI94J, used with permission. 
The basic concept which this protocol uses is decentralization ufthe datahase. so 
that each individual participant keeps his own copy of the datahase. Thus, the data which 
needs to be passed aLTU~S the network is minimized . Changes to the visual database and 
locations of participants in the virtual environment are updated periodically by sending 
protocol data units (pOU's) across the network. 
D. SUMMARY 
The shipboard VET was designed using many different facets of computer s(;ience: 
modeling the environment, creating code to allow the user to interact with it, and 
networking thl;.": application between workstations. lbroughout it all, the overriding de~ign 
criteria was creating the best possible trainer for use in the fleet. From a computer science 





The initial step in creating a vinllal environment is to create a model which adequately 
represents the actual environment and which can be rendered in an acceptable fashion. In 
order to prodllec a highly effective training c)(perience for the user, the simulation must be 
able to make him believe he is actually where the model tells him he is, or at least make 
him suspend his disbelief. Since the user may be highly familiar with the actual 
environment represented in the virtual world, the fidelity of the model to the actual ship is 
vital. There are many methods to create a model with the required fidelity for a shipboard 
virtual environment. including designing the actual ship using a Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) tool which was designed to create visualization data as a hy-pnxluct of the design, 
importing CAD data into a visualization format, and creating a model based upon ship's 
drawings using a modeling tooL 
The model used in this thesis is the Antares, a proposed roll-on/roll-offvessel on which 
NA VSEA is currently perfornung feasibility studies. The original modd consisted of only 
the hull and vehicle decks. It was given to the authors by Advanced Marine Enterprises. a 
Crystal City contractor performing vehicle access/egress studies for NAVSEA. This 
portion of the model contained approximately 2,000 polygons. The authors added several 
interior spaces to the modeL, hringing the final polygon count to appro;.;imateiy 23,000. 
A. PREVIOUS WORK 
1. Early Wurk 
In-depth studies of visual ization databases began with Clark's landmark paper 
[CLAR76j. In it, Clark, who later founded Silicon Graphics, discusses the advantages of 
using hierarchical data stmcmres to represent visual databases. Today, most graphical 
databases are arranged in the format he proposed almost twenty years ago. Rubin and 
Whitted of Bell Labs applkd Clark's theory and created a system to display a hier,l[chical 
database visually [RUB1801. 
2. Recent Work 
Most of the recent work in computer modeling for walkthroughs has been 
perfmmed by two groups. Airey. Brooks and others at the University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, have led the way in precomputing visibility volumes, while Funkhouser, 
St:quin and Teller at the University of California, Berkeley, have also done important work 
in this field. Most of the work of both these groups has centered on using potentially visible 
sets and is discussed in detail in Chapter VTI. [BR0086] [AlRE90AJ [FUNK94J 
Other researchers at UNC have been researching a system very similar to this 
thesis. Mine and Weber are working on a system to render databases with extremely high 
polygon counts, specifically portions of submarines, which is described in lMlNE94J . This 
work is less theoretical and more applied than most of the other works on architectural 
walkthroughs, and describes the design considerations required to build such an 
application. Their project used many of the same solutions as this thesis, including level of 
dt:tail generation, potentially visible sets, and instancing. 
Another group who created a similar walktluough is a group of researchers from 
1B~'f's T. J. Watson Research Center in New York and the Research Triangle Institute in 
North Carolina. They created a virtual environment of the pre-World War TT interior of the 
Frauenkirche, a church in Dresden, Germany which was destroyed by Allied air raids in 
1945. Their effol1s and results are described in detail in [JALT94J. They created a system 
which displays a stereo representation of a 165,000 polygon, textured model of church 
using an HMD and large screen displays. Their simulation achieved a framc rate of three 
to five frames per second in the most complex areas and six to nine frames per second in 
areas with reduced complexity. The most interesting portion of their work is that they used 
a SGl Onyx RE2 and the Performer application programming interface, the same 
equipment and software used in this project. 
An additional work which deserves mentioning is [GVU<)5], which describes a 
new type of level of detail management. They take into account the fact that the human eye 
foc uses better on objects in the center of its vision than those in the periphery. Exploiting 
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this fact, they render the objects in the middle of the field of view with higher resolution 
than those near the edge of the viewing frustum. Although this reference was discovered 
too late for the theory to be incorporated into this work, this method holds much promise. 
especia.lly in head mounted displays. 
S. CREATING A DATABASE FROi\-1 CAD DATA 
\Vhen computer systems were fairly slow, the number of polygons which could be 
induded in a real time system was correspondingly smaiL The disadvantage of this is that 
the simulations were not very realistic, hut the advantage was that it was relatively simple 
to build such a visual database from scratch. As the speed of systems has increased, thc 
number of polygons which could be rendered has also increased, to the pain! where it is no 
longer feasible to use a modeling tool to build large-scale visual databases without 
origina.lly being designed on a CAD tool. Luckily, the increase in computer power has 
caused an increasingly large pcrcen!age of engineering design to be done using CAD tools . 
The optimum way to create visual databases is to convert CAD data into a format which 
can he visualized. 
This is the approach that most creators of large-scale virtual environments use. 
However, CAD data is not in a fonnat which can be easily visualized. One problem is that 
most CAD tools store the data as a series of lines, vertices, and arcs rather than as polygons, 
as required by the majority of today's high speed rendering tools. In addition, most CAD 
databases contain much information that is required by the mechanical engineer but is 
useless to the computer scientist, such as object,' weights, moments, cen!ers of inertia, etc. 
Programs have been written, however, which convert the lines, vertices, and arcs to 
polygons and strip away extraneous data to produce a database which can be rendered in 
real time. The:;e are used by most of researchers creating large scale databases [A1RE90AJ 
[FUNK94] (MTNE94]. However, all these efforts have converted CAD data which was 
originally in AutoCAD's DXF formal, the most widely used form of CAD data. All CAD 
fonnats are different, so converters written for one format will not work for another. Since 
writing a converter to transform a form of CAD data to visualization data is a extremely 
time consuming and difficult task, it is very difficult to use CAD data which is not in a 
common form. 
Originally. the authors intended to create a virtual environment of the DOG-51 class 
destroyer, the Navy's newest class of combatant, using its CAD database. This task, 
however, proved impossible for a variety of reasons. 111e first is that getting the CAD data 
from NAVSEA proved to be a difficult task, which took approximately nine months to 
accomplish. The other problem is that each of the primary contractors for the DOG-51 have 
use their own CAD tool to design and update the ship. This meant that, in order to usc the 
CAD data which was finally supplied, it is necessary to write a converter to put that data 
into a form which can be visualized. The combination of these problems proved 
insurmountahle, and the thesis was changed to building a visual database of a ship from 
scratch and designing a way to let the user interact with that ship as realistically as possible. 
C. MULTIGEN 
The model for this project was created using MultiGen, a modeling tool created by 
Software Systems of San Jose, California. MultiGcn is one of the mostcapablc off the shelf 
modeling tool currently on the market, and it allows the designers to do many things in the 
modeling stage which would otherwise have to be done at run time. The model was begun 
using version 14 of MultiGen [SS194A] and was completed using version 14.1 rSSI94Bj, 
which incorporated additional features which appear in the fmal model, such as switch 
nodes. 111e models created by MultiGen are saved as in the FL T fonnat, which are directly 
readable hy a loader suppLied with SOl's Performer. 
MultiGcn's main advantage i.~ the complexity of the model that designers can build 
with it. Many of the ideas presented later in this chapter are implemented using MultiGen, 
and how MultiGen aids in implementing these features is covered in those ~ections . 
MultiGen has a few disadvantages. When it is handling very large databases, it is very 
slow, and version 14.1 appears slower than version 14. Another disadvantage is its vel)' 
high price; MultiGen costs over $50,000 for a single license with the required features, and 
$25,000 for additional copies, even with an educational discount. This preeludes getting 
additional copies of the program, and results in the several projects which usc MultiGen 
competing for the single license. However, the most glaring disadvantage of MultiGen is 
i:s poor user's interface. Although once a designer determines how to use the interface, 
most operations can be done fairly quickly and easily, there is an extremely steep learning 
curve. Compounding this, the help system is cryptic and the manuals are too vague to aid 
the designer. Also, one of the most powerful features of MultiGen was the ability to encode 
non-geometric data into the database, and how to retrieve this data at run time is not 
covered in any of documentation. To be fair to Software Systems, help was quickly 
available through the SGl's Performer list server, and Marcus Barnes of Software Sy.~tems 
sent example programs and databases which demonstrated some of the harder to 
understand feamres. However, without this help, much of the power of MultiGen would not 
have been available to the authors. 
D. CREATING THE MODEL TO MAXIMIZE PERl<"ORMANCE 
In every stage of building the model of the Antares, the primary concern was 
maximizing the speed of the application. Several methods were used to increase the 
dficiency of the database in order to increase the frame rate of the application. 
1. Hierarchical Data Structure 
The visualization database for the ship uses a hieraro:;hical data structure 
consistent with Silicon Graphics' Iris Performer application dcvelopment environment. 
This hierarchical data structure uses a directed acydic graph (DAG) to store the visual 
database, often referred to as the scene. In order to understand the advantages of slIch a 
system, it is first necessary to reiterate how Perfonner determines which ponlons of the 
:;.o:;ene is rendered in each frame. 
Because of the nature of Performer's cull process, which is described in detail in 
Chapter II, organizing a database's DAG based upon physical locality rather than a logical 
grouping is much more efficient. For the example of the town database shown in Figure 7, 
a logical grouping of the databa~e would put all buildings in the one branch of the DAG 
and all trees in another, as displayed in Figure 8, Howevec a spatial organi:Lation, as shown 
in Figure 9, is much more efficiently culled, If the user's location is in tile 5 and he is 
looking towards tile 9, and the logically arranged database in Figure 8 is being used, none 
of the nodes can be cuJled at the first level, since there is a tree and building in the viewing 
frustum This means that the cull process has to traverse to the lowest level in the branch 
under "trees" and cull each tree separately. If the same situation were to occur and the 
spatially arranged database of Figure 9 is being used, then immediately tiles 1-4 and 6 are 
culled at the first level below the root node, which greatly reduces the cull time, and 
therefore the rendering time. 
figure 7: Typical Town Database 
From [SGl94], used with permission. 
The dambase for this project was divided spatiaUy as much as possible. Each 
compartment was placed into its own group, so that the entire compartment and all that il 
contained will be culled quickJy if it should not he rendered. '{he only exceptions to thi\) 
philosophy were the vehicle dt(;ks and the ellterior portions of the ship. 
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Figure 9: Efficient, Spatially Partitioned Database Organization 
From [SGI94], used with permission. 
\1ultiGen can display a hierarchical representation of the model, which 
faci litates creating the model in the form of a DAG. Also, MultiGen allows the designer tu 
maneuver objel:ts easily from one portion of the DAG to another. This lets the designer 
build the model in a logical manncr, keeping like objects in !he same portion of database 
for ease cfuse while creating the database, and then move the objects so that the database 
is spatially ordered 10 increase run time performance. 
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2, Modeling Performance En hancements 
Level!! of Detail 
The amount of detai l of an object that a human can make out depends upon 
many factors, including the size of the object, its distance from the viewer, its position in 
the viewer's field of view, among others. Levels of detail (LOD) exploit this phenomenon 
to increase the ~peed and realism of a virtual environment. 
If the user is only a short distance from an object, he can make out every 
detail of the object, so that object needs to be rendered as minutely as possible. However. 
if the user is a great distance from an object, he can only make Out gross details of the 
object, perhaps just a vague outline of its shape. If the same detailed morlel of the object is 
used when the user is this distance from an obje<:t, it still contains the same number of 
polygons, even though most of them cannot be made out by the user. This means that the 
application must perform the same amount of time processing it, even though that 
additional time arlds little or nothing to the realism of the scene. 
LOD's exploit the fact that the funher an object is from the user, the less 
detailed it needs to be, by displaying different representations of the same item depending 
upon the object's distance from the user.lfthe user is close to an object, it is rendered using 
a highly detailed, high polygonal count representation to give the user a realistic looking 
object. If the object is a great distance from the user, a low detail, low polygonal counl 
representation is rendered, since the user could not make out any more detail, even from a 
detailed model. 
Performer handles LOD's during the cull process. When the process 
em.:ounters an LOD during its traversal of the database, it fust determines if this is the 
correct representation of an object to display, based upon the user's distance from it.. If this 
LOD is displayed, Performer then treats it as any other node, and determines whether it to 
cull it from the database. If the LOD is not in the correct fange to be displayed, it is 
inunediately culled. 
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Levds of detail are used as much as possible In the mood of the Antares 
Round ubjeets presented the best opportunity to reduce polygonal (;uunt by using LOO\, 
since it is easy to create several representations of the same ohjeet using cylinders with 
different numbers of sides. In most cases, fOUT different representations of each rOlllld 
ohiect are used, the highest LOD cunsisting of a twenty fuur sided (;ylinder, with the others, 
in decreasing order of detail, consist of a t\\elve sided cylinder, a six sickd cylinder. and 
finally, a cube. To determine how mliny sides should be used. different sized round objects 
were created withdifferenl numbers of sides, These wen: visualized frum various distances 
to detennine not only huw many sides to use, but also what distanc.:e to switch from one 
level of detail to another when approaeh.iJlg or moving away from an objl:cl. This is 
important because the transition must be seamless, that is, unnoticed by the user. figures 
10 - \4 shows example LOn's from the ship database. 
Figure 10: Main Feed Pump, Maximum LOD 
427 Polygons 
\·lultiUen is designoo to make using LOlJ's easy. The modeler simply 
creates several Level of Detail nodes, each of which contains the geometry fur a different 
I<'igure ll: Main Feed Pump, Med-Hi LOD 
248 Polygons 
Figure 12: Main Feed Pump, Med-Low LOD 
129 Polygons 
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l<' igure 13: Main Fl't!d Pump, J\:linimum LOD 
43 Polygons 
f----+-- t-I -----+--<1 I 1-+-n----1 
10 2U 5() 
Figure 14: Level of Detail Ranges (meters) 
level of detail. The modeler enters the minimum and maximum distances he wants each 
LOD to be visible in theLOD node, which contains space for this data. In order to calculate 
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the ob~ect's distance from the user ' s viewpoint, the object must be given a single point as 
its location. MultiGen automatically calculates the center of the object to use as this 
locatiun, or the modeler can enter his own value if the center of the object is not the optimal 
sulution. During run time, the distance is measured funn the viewpoint of the user to this 
lucati on to determine which of the LOO's tu display. 
The cffectiveness of LOD's was fo und to be reduced in a shipboard 
environment compared to must other types of visua l databases. Ships are extensively 
subdivided to give watertight integrity and limit battle damage. In addition, most areas are 
excremcly crowded with equipment. These two factors result in the interior ofa ship having 
very short sightiines, which reduces the impact using LOD's has on performance. In many 
cases, if the user can see an object at all, he is close enough to require that the highest level 
of detail be rendered. Alsu, by using potentially visible set~ (PYS), objects far away are not 
even included in the cree which is traversed by the cull and draw processes, so the increase 
in performance using LOO 's gives is reduced. However, they still increa . .e performance in 
PVS with large volumes, such as the engine room, even if they are not visible, since the 
draw process has fewer polygons to remove from the scene. 
b. Instancing 
Instancing is a methud to reduce the amuunt of data required to be stored 
in memory while running the application. In many models, the same type of item is present 
mon: than once in a scene. For example, a classroom scene will have approximately thirty 
student desks, each almost exactly the same as the others. Instancing takes advantage of this 
phenomenon to store the physical geumetry of the desk into memory only once and copy 
that one desk twenty-nine times to create all thirty desks in the classroom. In this way, 
instancing greatly reduces the amount of memory required to display the scene, and reduces 
the number of times that the application will have to swap items from memory to disk, thus 
enhancing the simulation's frame rate. 
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Instancing's disadvantage is that the polygons of an instanced object are 
stored in a local coordinate system, and transformations must be applied to determine 
where in the world coordinate system that copy oflhe ohject is. In the above example, every 
polygon in a desk would have its position in the local coordinate system multiplied by the 
rransfonnation necessary to move it from the location of the single desk storoo in memory 
to its location in the world coordinate system. These additional transformations are added 
to both the cull and draw processes, increasing the time of those processes and lowering 
frame ralc. This is not a disadvantage if the object is dynamic , that is, it has the freedom to 
move in the virtual wurld, since these objects must be transfonned every frame because of 
their freedom of motion. Thus, the decision to use instancing on static object~ must be 
based what facto r is limiting frame rate. If an application has ,~uch a large number of the 
same object in a st:ene that is limited by memory swaps. then it is worthwhile to instance 
static objects. Huwever. if the application is not so limited, instancing static objccts merely 
adds additional overhead, slowing the application, and thus should be avoided. 
Based upon these considerations, instancing is used only for doors in the 
A.ntares model, since they are the only dynamic objects which appear several times in the 
model. Since the doors have only five polygons each, the savings in memory is minimal, 
but instancing was still done as a prouf ufcuncept which could be easily applied to a model 
where the savings might be more substantial. 
Textures 
Another method used to increase the realism of the environment was 
texturing. Textures are images stored in a variety of forrnats which are attached to po lygon~ 
in the mudels. These polygons then display the image when the user views them in the 
v;r!lla l world. This is an extJ"emely effective technique in creating a highly realistic virtual 
environment, because it produces a photorealistic effect using far fewer polygons than are 
required to create a less realistic effect. Figure 15 shows a control panel for a console in 
CTC which is created with a texture taken from a photograph of the actual panel, while 
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Figure 16 shows a control panel created using polygons. The texmred control panel looks 
much more realistic than the control panel created with polygons, yet the textured version 
is made up of only one poLygon, while the other consists of close to one hundred polygons. 
Figure 15: Control Panel Created with Texture 
II 
Figure 16: Control Panel Created with Pulygons 
Texturing has thrce major disadvantages, The first is that most textured 
images lose their clarity if the user approaches them too clo,~el y. This Leads to a a decrease 
in the user's feeling of being irrunersed in an environment, since the realism is rcduced 
under fine examination. Fer pattern texmres, this problem can be overcome by using detail 
te)(tures, ' which combine r-#o textures during close examination to maintain the texture's 
appearance. For textures which representaemal objects, such as Figure 15, the only method 
to prevent this is to use textures which are scanned with a very high number of dot~ per inch 
(OPI). However, the memcry requirements for this type of textures are very high, and using 
several of these textures will quickly use all available texture memory. 
The second disadvantage oftexruring is that apparent 3-D images are really 
flat and this makes it is impossible for the user to interact with objects on the texture. For 
example, if a texture is used to represent a beam on a bulkhead of the ship, the user can see 
the heam as it appears to come out of the bulkhead in three dimensions. However, if the 
user is walking along the bulkhead, he cannot run into the beam as he would in reality. In 
the same vein. the user cannot interact with textured control panel in Figure 15, while he 
could enter commands using the polygonal control panel in Figure 16. 
The third disadvantage is that the lower-end machines do nO! have specific 
memory or hardware to handle textures as do the more expensive Reality Engines and 
Reality Engine 2's. Although this is not noticed on the high level machines, for which this 
application is designed, a large degree of rcali.~m is lost when it is run on the lower end 
machines, such as the Silicon Graphics Indigo 2. These machines do not apply textures to 
polygons which are textured in the database. 
Despite these disadvantages, textures add greatly to the realism of the 
environment and wefe used extensively in this thesis. The majority of these images are 
photographS of objects which would nonnalJy be found on a ship. These images were 
obtained from several sources, including the Naval Postgraduate School texture library, 
other researchers working on similar projects who were willing to share their textures, and 
the authors' photographs taken on a visit to the USS Enterprise (CVN-6S). These 
photographs were scanned into the Computer Science Department's Macintosh TId 
computer using Adobe Photoshop and then transferred to one of the GraphiCS Lab's Indigo 
2 workstations. There they were converted into RGB fdes, which were added to objects in 
the virtual world using the MuluGen modeling tool. 
d. Dynamic Objects 
J'here are several objects in the database which are designed to move when 
the user interacts with them. These include doors, valves, and van-nozzles, among others. 
Performer refers to these objects as DynamiC Coordinate System (DCS) nodes. while in 
MultiOen they are called Degree of Freedom (DOF) nodes. The difference is minimal, 
since when the loader loads a MultiOen FL T file into Perf Of mer, it converts OOF Objects 
into DCS nodes. 
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OOF nodes are easy to build using MultiGen. The OOF node is created by 
selel:ting an icon and the modeler then adds the geometry of the dynamic object as its child. 
The OOF node is then positioned in the model, which involves selecting the point which 
al l translations and rotations are based upon. On a lower level, this is the point which is 
translated to the origin to perform all rotations, and the point which, when the object is 
translated to point (x, y, z), is actuaUy at (x, y, z) in the world coordinate system. After 
positioning the OOF node, the modeler then limits the amount the object can rotate and 
translate in each of the three dimensions. For example, doors in the databa.~e can be set to 
rotate only 900 and are not allowed to translate at all, matching the charactcristics of 
physical doors. How this information is accessed will be discussed below. 
Switching Objects 
Tn an active simulation, there arc times when the database is updated based 
upon events whit:h occur in the virtual world. These include removing an object, adding an 
object, or repladng an object with another. For example, this may be necessary for terrain 
databases due to shifts in the topography due to earthquakes, mudslides, fires, weapons 
detonations, etc. If the change in the model is great enough, it is easier to just delete the 
original model and replace it with another which reflects the new conditions. However, this 
will take a great deal of time, and causes a noticeable lag in the simulation. Therefore, 
unless the alteration to the virtual world is extreme, this method is avoided. A better method 
of changing the database is to predict all the changes which might occur, and create 
alternate ohjects which reflect these changes. Then, the objects in the original database 
which need to be changed due to the user's actions are replaced with objects which show 
the required changes. For example, in a driving simulation where collisions are possible, 
the original car model is free of defects. If the user's car is hit by another, the fender oflhe 
original car is removed and a fender with a dent is put in its place. The transformation 
happens so fast that the user is unaware of it; to him, it appears that the original fender has 
been denIed. 
The newest release of MultiGcn, version 14. 1, includes features which 
allow this type of change to be implemented quile easily. It allows the modder to create a 
~wit(;h node, under which he puts both all the geometry which wilJ appear in that area. He 
then creates different masks which contain all or part of the geometry under the switch 
node. In the above caf example, the mask for the damaged fender contains the polygons 
which represe nt the dent, while the mask for the undamaged fender contains the polygons 
which represent a smooth fen der. Both, howevt::r, contain the same polygons for the 
headlight, since the damage does not affect it. 
The Antares model uses th is type of switch node to change the virtual 
environment after various casualties occur. A small piece of the bulkhead behind the area 
where the fire occurs has been removed and replaced with a switch node. (CuHently, the 
fire only occurs at one location near the after bulkhead of the lower level of the engine 
room.) Originally, the polygon in Figure 17 is displayed. This polygon has the same texture 
as the bulkhead, so that the area appears to be a contiguous part of the bulkhead. As the fire 
starts, that polygon is replaced with the polygon in Figure 18, which represents slight 
damage. If the size of the: fIre surpasses a specified limit, that polygon is replaced with the 
one in Figure 19, and if the fire surpasses a higher limit, that polygon is replaced with the 
polygon in Figure 20. Thus, the damage caused by the fire is based upon the extent of the 
fire and ands to the realism of the virtual environment. 
Figure 17: Undamaged Bulkhead 
E. LOADING CALLBACK 
One of the most powerful features of MllltiGen is the ability to embed non-vbual 
infomlation into the visual databa.~e. This greatly increases the potential functionality of the 
application for which the model is created. This feature is used extensively in the shipboard 
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Figure 18: Minimally Damaged Bulkhead 
Figure 19: Modcrately Damagcd Uulkhcad 
Figure 20: Severely Damaged Bulkhead 
VET. it is the key to the hypertext capability, potentially visible sets, collision detection, 
and the manipulation of objects. Without this capability, all of these features would have 
been severely degraded, if not impossible to implement. The key which unlocks this power 
is the loading callback, but before that can be discussed, it is fIrst necessary to describe how 
Mul{iGen stores non-geometric data in the visual database. 
1. MultiGen'S Embedded Data Structure 
MultiGen has a variety of nodes, some which are very specific, others which are 
fairly generic. The for mer include the degree of freedom (OOF) node, the level of detai.l 
(LOD) node, and {he switch node. These nodes normally only contain the infonnation 
necessary to handle their special functions. However, the generic nodes, which are the 
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group node and the object node, contain data field into which the modeler can embed data. 
These include two integer fields, named special fields , which the modeler can enter integer 
values into, and a string field, where the modeler can enter text data. Although the space to 
store data is fairly limited, the modeler can convey quite a bi t of information. if he docs it 
correctly. 
2. Reading the Da!.. . at Execuljon Time 
The data .~tored in the modd is read by the loading callback, a user-defined 
fl111ction which accesses the infonnation stored in the datahase. How this function works is 
very simple in theory. The ini tialization procedun: sends the callback to the loader prior to 
loading any models. The FL T loader reads the hierarchical data structure of the model in a 
depth-first traversal, and the callback function is cxecuted on cat:h node as it is loaded. 
Based upon what type of node is being loaded. the callback takes different 
actions. If it is a geometry node, no action is taken. If lhc node is a DOF node, the callback 
extracts the rotation and translation information and a pointer to the node and stores them 
in a matrix. If the node is a group node or an object node, the first special field is read to 
determine what the group or object contains. There arc six possibilitie.~: 
PVS Node: The node is the root for all the geometry in a PYS.ln this case, the 
callback stores a pointer to this node in a matrix of such nodes. The second special 
field contains index whcre the node must be.stored. 
Manipulate Node: The node contains an object whkh can be manipulated by the 
user. In this case, a pointer to the node is stored in a matrix of such nodes, under 
thc index specified in the second special field. Also, a pointer to the node and the 
intersection mask value of a manipulate node arc stored in anothcr matrix, named 
"treeMask," whose function will be dcscribed latcr. 
Infonnation Node: The node contains its name and function so it can be displayed 
in the hypenext window. In this case, a pointer to the node is stored in a matrix of 
all the infonnation nodes, under whatever index is next. Also, the name and 
function of the object are read from the text field of the node and storoo in this 
matrix. Additionally, the pointer to this node and the intersection mask value of 
an information node are stored in "treeMask." 
Ladder or Deck :\lode: This node contains the name of the function of the deck or 
ladder. The data and pointers arc stored just as an information node, but the 
intersection mask sent to "treeMask" is different. This is because the user can walk 
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on ladders and decks, bUl not the other parts of the database. 
Door Node: This is the parent node of a DeS node which contains a door. A 
pointer to the node and the index of its door in the DeS matrix are stored in a 
special matrix containing all the door infonnation. 
Valve Node: This is the parent node of the two DeS nodes that each valve 
contains. A pointer to the node and the indices of its valve stem and handwheel in 
the DeS matrix are stored in a special matrix containing all the valve information. 
After the entire model has been loaded. the treeMask matrix is u.~ed. Each node 
in treeMask is assigned its associated intersection mask. This ensures that every part of the 
database will have the correct mask, so that the collision and picking mechanisms will work 
correctly. 
Without the loading callback, it would be much more difficult to interact with 
thc database. The only way to get information about objects in the model would be using 
the name.~ of ohjects, which is a very slow, tedious process of limited scope. This capability 
greatly increases the functionality and versatility of the simulation. 
F. SUMMARY 
The modeling portion of this thesi.~ explored several methods to maximize 
performance by decisions made during the modeling process. 11 pointed OUI that increasing 
performance is not solely the responsihility of the software writers, but begins with a well 
designed and constructed model. Performance, realism and accuracy must be the foremost 
considerations in every step of the modeling process. 
To maximize performance in the Antares model, levels of detail, instancing and 
textures were used. While levels of detail and instancing added little to the perfonnance of 
this application, textures greatly added to its realism while reducing polygonal count to 
enhance performance. Also, much of the functionality of the application is embedded in the 
model. This includes dynamic objects, switch nodes, and all the information for potentially 
visible sets, hypertext displays, objecL~ which can be manipulated, as well as all the 
collision masks. 
IV. INTERFACE CONTROLS AND D1SPLA V 
This (hapLer SllJllrllariLe~ the pr~sentalion mediulll and interface conllOls with thcship 
vu-tl1:J,l environment. Methods to interfoce with and display virwal environments challge 
rapidly as technology improves. There is no definitive "lxst method" to display and 
jn[c'rface with a virtual environment. Operations research and psychology personnel at 
placl;':s like the Cniversity of Washington's Human Interface Technology Laboratory 
(HITL) iteratively analyze vanous virtual interfaces. They attempt to CTl~atc general rules 
which virtual worlds designers can then apply 10 their applications, and then analyze the 
reslllt~ to detennine the effel:tivem::ss of the results 
A. IDEAL I'ITERFACE 
J'he ultimate interface goal is to provide the llser with a sense of "pn:sence , that he is 
actually inhabiting a new place instead of looking at a picture, The user should be able to 
nanually navigate thTough the virtnal world t.he same way he maneuvers through th~ natural 
world. The user should be able to open doors, walk down stairs, look in any direction, just 
as he can in reality. Certainly, it would be more realistic to actually walk through thc virtual 
world rather than sit at a consok and nse an input device to maneuver with. Likewise, it 
would be more realistic to actually feci the virtual object that the user grabs. Th~ ultimate 
imerface would he one which the user cannot differentiate from reality, a sort of "Is it real, 
or is it Memorex?" (;onuition. Although far from aChieving this ultimate interface, 
suhstantial strides have been made toward it. 
The interface hetween the human and the mat:hine should oc configuroo to match the 
sensory and pcrt:eptual capabilities of the human as well as provide a sense of "presence". 
Currently, one of the be~t interface~ which provides the~e eharaeteri~tit:~ is the head-
mounted display (HNID) system shown in Figure 21. A personal 3-D "cinerama theatre" is 
created within the headgear. A tracking system attached to the headgear tracks the viewer's 
position and view direction to display the corresponding vin\" in the virtual world. A data 
glove: provides a means for the user to interact with objects in the environment through 
gestme, . A voice recogni tion input devke also provides the ahility to interac t with the 
SyStClll. An acoustic virtual display provides sound that is spatially orie:nted. A tactile 
response can also be provided through the use of vibration transducers in contact with the 
skin of the hand or body. Taetars may he actuated as a function of the shape and surface 
features of the virtual object and the instantaneous position of the hands and fingers. 
[Hrn"94] \Vhi le not all HMD's are this advanced, all contain the means to display an 
image which takes up most of a user's fIeld of view and translate the user ' s head motions 
to the computer coordinating the displaying. 
ightwei~t 
headoear 
Figure 2]: Head-mounted Display System. From (HITL94]. 
However, although many in the field of vinua! reality have indicated that interfaces 
such HS this will be cOllunonplace in the Ilear future, this type of ideal interface exists only 
in a few experimental laboratories. Although HMO's have been created which operate welJ 
and relJably, all the other equipment is far from being perfected. Oatagloves to transmit 
hand gestures to the computer have been mildly successful, but they iue notoriously 
uJH'eliable, and are several years from becoming conmlOnplace. Tactile feedback devices 
are stili in their infancy, and have had very little success so far. Most voice recognition 
systems have to be tailored to a single user. and C".ven then are only mildly successful (jfter 
much pranice. ill short, this ideal interface exists only in optimistk visions of the future. 
An application built today to be used in the field, not a laboratory, will have to use 
interfaces and displays which fall far short of this ideal. 
B. DISPLAYS USED.IN THE SHLPBOARD VET 
Presently, there are two formats in which the .\ru.pboard VET is displayed to the user. 
The application's output can be directed to a traditional monitor or an HMO. While the 
HMO gives a much better image of being immersal in the environment, many people 
cannot currently wear HMO's for long periods oftimc. ill addition, current low·cost (under 
$25.000) HMO's do not have the resolution necessary which allows the user to read text. 
This limitation would make the hypertext display impossible, thereby severely limiting the 
functionality of the application. Also. Levit and Bryson point out that many people, for a 
variety of reasons, will at \east occasionally want to use a desktop version of the application 
[LEVIn]. Therefore, versions of the shipboard VET were created for both types of 
displays 
The st.lndard output display is a full screen display which includes the virtual scene 
rlisplay, graphical user interface (GUI) and deck overview. A pop-up window, which 
displays information about objects in the virtual ship, is displayed when objects are selected 
with the mouse. These displays and there relative locations on the screen are shown in 
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Figure 23: Monitor Display 
1. Scene Display 
The scene display consists of the whatever objects in the visual database that fall 
within the viewer's horizontal and vertical field of view, and beh'.:een the far and near 
cljpping plane, Objects not within these bounds are not rendered, This volume is called the 
viewing frustum and was described in more detail in Chapter iL 
When displaying the scene on a monitor in the standard output mode, the 
horizontal field of view is set to forty-five degrees and the aspect ratio to 0.8. The vertical 
field of view is calculated by the application based llpon these values and window size, and 
for standard monitors this value is thirty-si:o; degrees. Forty-five degrees was chosen as the 
horizontal field ofvicw since this is the normal focusing field orview for humans. The ncar 
clipping plane is set to O.OJ meters ami the far clipping plane is set to twice the scene size 
to ensure nothing is clipped from the scene display. Objects outside this range cannot be 
focused on by humans. so they arc not displayed. Thedisplay space was al lotted ninety per 
cent of the monitor art~a for two reasons. The fIrst is that the larger the virtual scene, the 
greater the user's sense of inunersion. Also, most of the inform~tion the user rcquires is 
conveyed in this area. This leaves the graphical user intcrfa(;e and deck ovcrview arcas with 
ten per-cent of the screen, adequate for the application's needs. 
When using a head-mounted display to view the virtual ship, the fi eld of view is 
changed to take advantage of the wider display area. The horizontal fi eld of view is set to 
one hundred degrees and the vertical field of view is set to thirty degrees. which 
(;orrespond.~ to an aspect ratio of 0.3. When directing the output to an HMD. the graphical 
user interfa(;e, deck overview and pop-up infonnation window are not displaycd. 
Displaying these would interfere with the already limited viewing area of the HMD and 
result in a degradation of the feeling of being immersed in the environment. 
2_ Deck Overview 
Because Navy ships are so large and compleJ(:, a deck overview display is 
provided to aide the rrainee in finding his way around the ship. The deck overview channel 
is located on the lower right hand portion of the screen as shown in Figure 23. It provides 
an overhead view of the deck on which the u.'>t:r is presently. The deck lay-out is graphically 
displayed in two dimensions showing the locations of ladders, bulkheads, doorways and 
passageways. A bl~ck position cursor shows the user's position in the virtual ship and 
moves as the user moves along the deck in the virtual environment. The deck overview 
display changes to display a new deck when the user changes decks in the virtual 
environment. 
3. Pop-Up Data Display Window 
The maze of pipes, valves, electrical components, wiring and control panels 
which exist on board a Navy ship is overwhelming to a newly reported sailor. In order for 
him to obtain a better mental picture what objccts are and how systems are inter-related, the 
user has the abili ty to select an object with the mouse and display a variety of functional 
information about the obje(;t. When the user selects an object, the pop up window 
L:ontaining the i.nformation IS displayed in the upper right hand comer of the screen d~ 
s~own in Figure 23. To select an object, the user places the mouse cursor on an objt:ct and 
depresses the middle and either the left or right mouse button at the same time. The display 
stays on the sGreen until the mouse buttons are released. 
4. Graphical User Int.erface 
The graphical user inr.erface (GUI) provides the user with all "easy to use" menu 
il~ter[ace to perform an assortment of functions. It also provides a display of tile virtual 
world COOf(Jinate~ including tile user's heading, pitch and wlL The GCl i~ loo::ated on the 
lower kft o::orner of the screen shown in Figure 23. A representation of the Gl;r is 
displayed in Figure 24. The functionality of the devices on the GUI arc descritxd below. 
staning in the upper right corner and proceeding clockwise: 
QUIT XYZHPR WALK I 
GUT OFF II TRA:\"SLA TE TO.cK:. IE] 
HEIGHT OF EYE 
RESET I I SHOW PAllI TO QES. IE] 1=0=1 
Figure 24: Graphical User Interface 
Quit Brllton 
Causes the user to leave the application. Pressing the ESC key alsu 
accompJisherl the same function. 
b, User's Position Display 
The user's location in three space is displayed hcre as X, y, and Z 
coordinates. Also, the user's heading, pitch and roll are also displayed 
Traversal Mode Selection 
There are two methods to navigate through the virtual ship. TIle default 
mode is the"walk"mode in which the user moves through the ship at normal walking speed 
at a selected height of eye above the deck. Collision detection is enabled during walk mode 
which means that the user cannot walk through objects such as bulkheads and doors. The 
other traversal mode is 'fly ' mode, called this because it is similar to controlling an aircraft. 
The user (;an move to any position in the virtual ship in fly mode. Collision detection is 
t'.1med off during fly mode which allows the user to penetrate objects. 
d. Height oj Eye Control 
The height of eye control slider is added to enable the user to vary the eye 
point height above the deck while in walk mode in order that objects which arc close to the 
deck or up high could be viewed at a closer distance. The user can vary height between 0.5 
and 2.5 meters. 
Path Planning Selection 
A path planning tool is provided which takes the user along a path from his 
present location to a location of his choosing via the optimal route at normal walking speed. 
The locations which can be selected include CTC, the Radar Room, the Operations' Office, 
DCC, the Hull Technician's Shop and the ladder to the Engine Room. The user selects his 
destination by clicking the button titled "Show path to: <destination>." Each time he clicks 
iI, a different destination is displayed. When the desired destination is displayed, the user 
selects the "OK" button next to it and begins travelling to that destination. At this point, the 
menu button changes to "Stop walking to: <destination>", and if the user selects it, he is no 
longer transiting to the destination and he reagins control of his own motion. 
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f Reset Ruttoll 
['his buttun allows the user to reset the application III its original state. All 
objects arc returned to thell: initial positIon, all caslHl.ltic:s arc terminated, any damage 
caused by casualties is repaired, and the atmosphere is cleared 
g. Toggle CUI Button 
The "GUT-Off' menu button turns the GUI and the deck overview off 
provirling more screen display for the scene. Thl: GUI and deck overyiew can be returnen 
to the SL:reen display by depressing "Fl' on the keyboard. 
h. Translation Selection 
1'0 fao;;ilitatt: the user the ability to quickly "jump" from one loo:.:ation in the 
virtual ~hip to another in the virtual ship, a translate menu button is provided. Pn::set [lm;hor 
points to key locations arc embedclerl in the software code. These locations include Combat 
Tnformation Center (CIC), Damage Control Central (DCC), Engine Room, Bridge and the 
V chide Loading Deck 
C, l'"\/PLIT lJRVICRS 
The mouse provides many input functions inlhe virtual ship LIainer. Using the screen 
coordinates of the mouse cursor position and the navigation algorithm dixussed below, the 
user looks around the virtual ship simply by changing the relative mouse cursor position on 
t.he screen. The mouse: buttons permit the user to change speed and dil"Cction of motion. 
They also provide the o;;apability to interact with objects. When the middle and either the 
left or right mouse buttons are depressed at the same time, the object pointed to by the 
mouse cursor is selected, If the object can be manipulated. it is; if not, the data associated 
with the object is displayed on the data display screen. TIle mouse also allows the user 10 
select lhe menu options available on the GUI. 
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The keyboard is primarily used to initiate casualties on the user in the virtual 
rnvironment. It also provide.~ another method to accomplish some of the functions whkh 





Cd' or 'D ' 
'f ' or 'F' 




Shift 'b' or 'B' 
Shift 'c' or 'C' 
Shift 'd' or '0' 
Shift 'e' or 'E' 
Shift 'p ' or 'P' 
Print Screen 
Function 
Displays OUI and Deek Overview 
Exits program 
Toggles CPU and graphics statistics 
Initiates fire casualty sequence 
Places fire nozzle hack to stored position 
Initiates steam leak casualty 
Toggles texture display 
Toggles wire frame display 
Translate to Bridge 
Translate to erc 
Translate to DCC 
Translate to Engine Room 
Translate to Vehicle Loading Platfonn 
Saves ROB image of display on screen 
Table 1: Keyboard Inputs and FunctJons 
D. NAVIGATING THROUGH THE VIRTUAL SHIP 
]"here are two modes to navigate through the virtual ship: fly mode and walk mode. 
The mode of navigation is limited by what type of virtual display is being used. The walk 
mode is the only navigational mode availahle when wearing a head-mountt'-d display. With 
a monitor display, the user can select either walk or fly modes. Each mode is discussed 
below. 
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.1. Walk .\1ode - MOllitor Displa)' 
Natural walking is simulated in the ship environment with the aid of a mouse 
By ckprcssing a mouse key. the user gains speed and translates through the environment 
Thc right mouse vUlLon increases forward vdocily and the left mouse button increases 
reverse vclocity. Speed can be increased to a maximum speed set to simulate fast-walking 
by maintaining either of mouse huttons depressed. The middle mouse button causes the 
viewer to stop and resets speec to zero 
The directioll of motion is determinr.-d by the view direction, or "heading" of the 
user in the "X-j-'" plane. The view direction is changed by varying the mouse position 
relat.ive to the center of the field of view on the monitor. The farther to the right of cen~r 
the mouse cursor is, the quicker the"_ individual will turn to his right. I jkcwise, the user can 
lurn to his kft with the mouse cursor positionecl to the left of center S<.ieen Therc is a Olle 
inch hox in the middle of the screen referred to as the "dead zone" in which the mouse 
I..:UISOr, if inside this area, docs not cause the view direction to change 
rhe pitch or "up and down" view direction is also determined hy the position of 
the mouse cursor relative to the center of the screen in the venieal direction. With thc 
mouse I..:ursor below center screen, the view direction moves down and likewise, if the 
mouse cursor is above center screen, the view direction moves up. TIle range of motion is 
capped to straight up (+90 degrees) and straight down (-90 degrees) 
I'he user's height of eye is maintained at a I..:Onstantheight above the deck, which 
the u~er selel..:!s using the GUI. This allows the user to get different perspectives of the same 
objel..:!. 
2. Walk Mode - Head-mounted Display 
The methull ill which the user walks through the virtual ship when wearing a 
head-mounted display is ve.ry sin-ular to the walking method with the monitor display. The 
only difference lies in the method in whkh the view direl..:tion is determined when wearing 
a head-mounted display. The head-mounted display tracking device translates the H:\1D's 
direction of view to an appropriate view direction in the virtual environment. Therefore, to 
walk around the virtual ship, the user physically looks in the desired direction and depresses 
lhe appropriate mouse buttons. 
), Fly Mode 
The Oy mode is similar to controlling an aircraft. In this mode the user can l1y 
through the virtual environment, changing heading, pitch and roll based on the mouse 
cursor position relative to the center of the S(;fecn. The user's speed is determlned by mouse 
button operations in the same manner as it was for the walking methods discussed above, 
When ill Oy mode, collision detection is turned off, allowing the user to fly through objects. 
E, SUMMARY 
The shipboard VET is designed to be used by sailors at sea. Therefore, its interface 
does not use most of the equipment included in the ideal interface described at the 
beginning of this chapter. Most of that equipment has not reached the stage of its 
development where it has the required reliability to be used outside of a laboratory. Instead, 
the shipboard VET is designed to be used with displays and interfaces which have 
demonstrated their reliability in the actoal condi tions in which they will be used. 
The interface was designed to be fairly intuitive, so that minimum instruction is 
required befor e the user is able to navigate the virtual environment. The requirement was 
achieved; most people using the simulation can move around to ship without too many 
problems after only a few minutes of instruction. 
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V. PATH PLANNING 
A RATIOI\"ALE FOR INCLUDl';G PATH PLAN~ING 
One of the mo~t difficulttim~s for a sailor is reporting to a new ship. The sailor is under 
the stress of entering a new Job, not knowing anyone else on the ~hip, being away from his 
fami:y, and, potentially, being at sea for the [lIst time. In addition, it is very ditfic.:ult for the 
new sailor to kam his way around the ship. The uniform construction of thl: ship makes 
one area look mw:.:h like dllothrr, so it is diffic.:ult to get landmarks to aid in navigation 
Quite often, all these factors makr reponing to a new ship a very stre~sful time for young 
sailors. 
[n addition, the newly rCpflrted sailor usually doesn't help his ship [or quile a while 
afler reporting abo~rd. For many months, all his time is spent trying to get acclimated to his 
surroundings and learn his job, his watchs/alion, his chain of command, even his bunk 
location .. Ail these adrl up and mean that for the first six months, the, new sailor is unable to 
perform as a full-flerlgerl cre\v member. Given that most tour lengths are, between eighteen 
anrl twenty-four months, he is spending one-I.juarter to one-third of his time onboard at less 
than full capacity 
Howe .... er, if the sailor has been able to explon~ his ship in a virtual world before 
reporting ahoard, it will make the acclimation process less stressfuL Instearl of being just 
another unknown, the ship might be the only familiar part of entirely new sUITounrlings if 
the sailor has spent time ill a virtual environment of his ship. This would reduce the amount 
of stress a newly reported slIilor experiences. Siuce he has spent time iu his ship "virtually" 
prior to reporting aboard, the amount of time spellilearning the basics is reduced, and he 
beo::omes a conuilmting mcmbcr of the crew much fastcr. 
To facilitate this learning process, a feature was added which allows the simulation to 
demonstrate to the user how to get from his curren! location to another location in the ship. 
l.:nlike the "Translate" featme, where the user is instantaneously transferred to the place he 
wishes to be, this feature takes the user along the path he must transit to get there. This 
allows him to see where he should be going and make mental notes so that he will be able 
to rrunsit the path again without help. TIle interface for this feature was described in the 
Chapter IV. while the aJgorithm is described below. 
B. CHEATING A PATH 
The basic algorithm for path planning is very simple. Wht:n the user selects the "Show 
path" option, the application must fIrst find what portion of the ship the user is in and then 
determine how to gt:t from that portion of the ship to the endpoint of the path, the user's 
destination. How this is done, however, is not so simple. 
The number of paths from any point in the ship to any other point in the ship is infinite 
If it were possible to take a straight line path from one point to another, this would not be 
a problem. The path could be created by drawing a Jine segment between the ust:r ' s location 
in three space and the destination's location and traversing that line segment. However, this 
path would indiscriminately travel through bulkheads, decks and overheads: since the 
sailor could not follow the path in reality, he would not learn much from the experience 
In order to reduce tht: problem to a size which might be handled, the number of 
dt:stinations is reduced to just the major portions of the ship, such as CIC, DC Central, and 
the Radar Room. Howt:ver, the remaining problem is still too large to solvt: easily, because 
the user might be anywhere when he selects the "Show path" option. To reduce the problem 
fUl1h er, the ship is subdivided into small units, each of which is a rectangular cube and has 
a point in three space associated with it, called a "checkpoint." 'I he bounding volumes are 
defined so that a user in any portion of the bounding volume can get to its checkpoint in a 
straight line which a person could transit , i.e., it does not go through any bulkheads, over 
ladder wells, etc. Figure 25 shows an example of dividing a deck into bounding volumes 
with checkpoints. It is important to note that while every bounding volume has a che(;kpoint 
associated with iI, there are checkpoints which are not associated with bounding volumes. 
During the initialization of the application, data (;ontaining the houndaries of each cube and 
the location of the checkpoints are loaded into a matrix named "paths" from the file 
«]ocationData.dat" located in the "models" subdirectory. Also dm1ng initiaJization, tht: ilk 
"rathData.dat" i~ read to create an N x N matrix of integers named "nexrPlace," where :\ 





~ ____ ~9.r-______ ,.4 
___ Phy~ical Boundary 
.••••. . Boundary Volume 
• Checkpoint 
o User's Location 
Figure 25: Example or Bounding Volumes 
\\11en lhe user selects his destination using the "Show path" option, the algorithm first 
determines the bounding volume the uscr is in by comparing his location in three spal,;t 
against the ooundarlcs of the cubes stored in "pathS." W.hen the application finds the cube 
\",hkh hollh tht: user's position, it then detennines where the checkpoint uf that I..:ube is. It 
slowly tUrns the uscr's viewpoint so it is facing thc chcckpoint, and then mov !:s the 
vicwpoin t to the checkpoint using small, discrete steps which simulate \,'aLking in the 
virtual!:nvironment. 
Once thc user reaches the first checkpoim, thc algorithm uses a table driven solution 
to solve thc problem. At that checkpoint, the application knows at which chcckpoint the 
user is and to whit:h checkpoint he wants to go. Rather than having !:a(;h (;hedcpoint store 
a long path in mcmorycomaining a path to traverse to any of the destinations, the path from 
a (;h!:l,;kpoint to a d!:stination is given as a series of checkpoints. This series of (;hl:(;kpoints 
is stored in the matrix "nextPlace." An example of what this matrix would look like for the 
database in Figure 25 is given in Table 2. The program enters the matrix with the ordered 
pair (current checkpoint, destination checkpoint) as the indices; the integer located in that 
cell of the matrix is the chcckpoint to which uscr must transit 10 get 10 his destination. Thl: 
application knows the location of each checkpoint and simply transits a line segment 
bdween the checkpoints in small, discrcte steps which simulates walking 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 , 9 10 
1 -1 1 2 3 4 4 6 3 1 9 
2 1 -1 2 3 4 5 6 3 3 9 
3 2 3 -1 3 4 4 6 3 3 9 
4 2 3 4 -1 4 4 6 4 8 9 
5 2 3 4 5 - I 5 6 4 8 9 
6 2 3 4 6 6 -I 6 4 8 9 
7 2 3 4 6 6 7 -I 4 8 9 
8 9 3 8 8 4 4 6 -1 8 9 
9 9 1 9 8 4 5 6 9 -1 9 
10 9 1 9 8 4 4 6 9 10 -1 
Table 2: Sample Checkpoint Matrix 
For I:xampie, using the database in Figure 25 and the matrix in Table 2, assume that a 
uSl:r at location "XX" wishes to go to a destination located at checkpoint 7. Once the user 
selects "Show path to: 7", the application will first compare the user's location to the 
boundaries of all the bounding volumes and dl:termine that the user is in volume "G," 
whose checkpoint is checkpoint 10. The application will turn the user's viewpoint so it is 
facing checkpoint 10 and transit the user's viewpoint to checkpoint 10. rt then enters the 
matrix with the ordered pair (10, 7) and fmrJs that the next chcckpoint it must go to is 
checkpoint 9. It turns the user's viewpoint so it is facing checkpoint nine and transits it to 
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che~kpoint 9. Tt enters the matri x with the ordered pair (9, 7) and finds the ne~t checkpoint 
is checkpoint 8. It repeats the process, moving to chcckpoints 8. 4, 6 and 7. Whcn it entcr> 
the rr.at.ri~ with the pair (7, 7), the value - 1 is retumed. Wlll!n a n~gative value is returned, 
it means that the user is at his destination and the process is stopped 
C. SUMMARY 
Demonstrating paths to users is intended as a Tll~thod 10 allow new sailors to navigate 
theu ship. ftdoes t.his by displaying the path in thc virtual world and giving him visual clues 
thal h~ can apply in reality. The algorithm applies a simple fo rm of artificial intelligence to 
determine the path required to get the sailor from his ClUTent location to his destination 
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VI. COLLISION DETECTION 
As the participant moves around in the ship walkthrough environment, he may wish 10 
interact with the virtual objects in lhe synthetic world. Total immersion requires a virtual 
cr.vuonment to give the user a feeling of presence, which includes maki r.g the images of 
both the user and the surrounding object~ feel solid. For example, the user should not be 
allowed 10 pass through walls, and objects should move as expected when manipulated 
Such ac tions require accurate collision detection and response if \h(". simulation is to 
achieve any degree ofrealisffi. However, there may be thousands, even miUions of objects 
in thl: ship walkthrough system, so a naive algorithm lakes an unacceptably long time to 
check for coll isions and olh!::r interference as the user moves. This is especially serious in 
real-time simulation sySI<::ms, where the issues of interactivity impose fundamental 
constraints on the system. [ZEL Tnl 
A. PREVIOUS WORK 
The problems of contact determination and interference detection have been 
extensively studied in computer graphics, robotics, computational geometry, and model ing 
li terature for several decades. However. none of the algorithms constructed previously 
adequately addresses the issue of coJlision de tection in an interactive virtual environment. 
An interactive, large-scaled ship walkthrough poses a new challenge to the collision 
detect ion problem because it requires performance at interactive rates for potentially 
millions uf pairwise tests. Very recently, Hubbard proposed a solution which addresses this 
problem by an interactive collision detection algorithm that trades accuracy for speed 
[HUBB93]. However, exact contact determination is required in some app lications 
involving detailed collision response, such as predicting a ball' s path as it bounces off 
walls, so this trade-off is not always acceptable. 
L in showed that accurate, real-time performance could be attained in a large scale 
model if " temporal and geometric coherence" between frames is implemented. This 
method not only speeded up pairwise interfcrence tests, but also rcduced the actual number 
r,f these tests performed. [LLN93] 
The collision detrction algorithm employed in the virtual ship walkthrough application 
is based on tris Performer's co!lision detection method. A set of line segments is tested 
against the scene database. If an intersection occurs between a line segment and anything 
in the scene, information is returned about the object the segment intersected. This is an 
excellent algorithm for terrain following and simple collision detection between obJccts. 
However, it is a vrry cumbersome mcthod to try and dctermine collisions between many 
Objects of different sizes. Obtaining adequate spatial coverage of the differently shaped 
objects requires many line segments. Silicon Graphics has acknowledged this shortcoming 
and plans to improve their mcthod of testing for intersections in a futurc releasc of 
Performer. The new method will be similar to Lin's method and will test scene to scene the 
intersection between polyhedral volumes. [ROHL94j 
B. INTERSECTION TESTING 
As mentioned above, computing intersections using Petfonner is based entirely on 
sets of line segments . Thc line segments are embedded in a "pfSegSet" structurc which 
holds thc origin, length and direction of cach linc scgment. This structurc also contains an 
intersection traversal mask. This mask is a binary number which can be set to different 
values to selectively determine what type of objects to collide with. The intersection 
travrrsal. of the visual database is invoked by the application by registering a callback 
during tIlt: initialization phase. 
In order to discriminate between different types of objects in the database, the objects 
in thr database contain intersection masks as well. An intersection test occurs with the 
ohject only if the bitwise AND of the intersection traversal mask and the intersection mask 
of the objrct result in a non'zero value, If the result is non-zero, the line segments in the 
"pfSegSet" structure are te.~ted against thc geometry of the object, If an intersection occurs, 
vital information concerning the intersection point and intersected object are saved for use 
by the application. If the intersection test results in a zero, the traversal continues without 
traversing any of Ihe objtxts childrcn. 
il:e object's intersection mask. which is part of each object's data structurc, is 
;:lctermined and assigned as the model ~s loaded dUJing program initiation. The loading 
callback accomplishes this by analyzing Ihe speciai fields of an object and placing that 
object into an array with the corr!;':ct intersection mask. Th!;':se arrays arc divided according 
to the particular type of object they contain. Once the loading process is completed, a 
traversal of the entire visual database is conducted and intersection masks are assigned to 
objects and their children based upon what the object is. 
As alluded to earli~r, when an intersection occurs Perfornl!;':r saves vital information 
about the object it collided with in a "pmi!"' structure. Some of the information which is 
stored in the "pmit" strucrure includcs the coordinates of the intersection, the normal 
vector at the point of intt:rs!;':ction, the transformation matri;>; of the objed intersected. the 
node nalTle and a pointer to the object in which the intersection occurred. To extract 
information from the "pfHit"' strucllue, a query is ~ent which returns reque~ted information 
from thc "pfBit" structure. By default, the "piliit" structure returns the neare~t object 
collided with when queried. This can be changed. by a discriminator callback. 
The intersection process used in this ~imulation includes terrain or deck following, 
objt:ct collision dt:tection and picking. Even with several types of tests. the intersection 
process does not the limit frame rate on a multiprocessor machine, and only slightly on a 
single processor machine. This is because the limc required for the intt:rstxtion testing is 
comparable to the cull process and is much quicker than the draw processcs. Therefore, it 
was deemed unnecessary to attempt to improve upon Performt:r's collision detection 
scheme until it became a limiting factor in the performance of the application. 
C. TYI'ES OF COLLISION 
1. Deck Collision 
In order to simulate the observer walking through the ship environment. an 
intersection request is eonducted eaeh frame to determine the eye point of the ohserver. A 
line segment with a length of twenty meters, pointing in the negative Z direction (straight 
down) from the ohserver's eye coordinates is loaded into the pfSegSet structure. The length 
of the line segment is twenty meters since this is the maximum height above an object 
which can be encountered while walking through the ship. This occurs if the user jumps 
into the water from the bridge of the ship. By having a ground or deck collision each frame, 
the correct height of eye can be calculated constantly. 
To prevent walking on tables, pumps, piping and other equipment, the traversal 
iutersection mask is assigned a distinct number. As discussed earlier, each object was given 
an intersection mask during the loading process hased upon its type. The bitwise "AND" 
of the object intersection mask and traversal intersection mask determines if intersection 
testing should occur. For example, our code contains the following intersection masks: 
#definc OECK~MASK OxlO IfOeck Intersection Mask 
#define PUMP ~MASK Ox02 I/Pump Object Intersection Mask 
#define OECK~COLLIDE OxlO I/Deck Collision Traversal Intersection Mask 
A pump has PUMP_MASK as its intersection mask and a deck has 
DECK~MASK as it~ intersection mask. The intersection request for deck collision contains 
DECK_COLLIDE as the traversal intersection mask. Therefore, if the eye point of the user 
is over a pump, an intersection does not happen with the pump since the bitwise "AND" of 
the traversal mask and object mask is zero, causing the pump to he pruned from the 
traversal. On the other hand, the bitwise "A.:'IT>" of the deck mask and traversal mask is 
non-zero, which results in an intersection test. If an intersection occurs, infonnation about 
the deck is loaded into the "pfllit" structure. 
To calculate the height of eye of the user, a query is conducted with the "pfHit" 
structure which returns the intersection coordinate of the object. We use the Z coordinate 
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of the intersected object to determine at what height to put the user's viewpoint. The user's 
height of eye is added to the Z coordinate of the intersected object resulting in the COTH':C! 
Z coordinate for the user's viewpoint. If the previous height of eye has changed due to 
ground coll ision, meaning that stairs arc being traversed or an abrupt change in tht: deck 
height has occurred, the user falls to the new height of the collided object. 
2. Object Collision 
III order to detect collisions with obje(;t~, a set of line segments from the user 's 
position in the direction of the user's motion is loaded into the "pfSegSet" strllcture prior to 
each frame . The line segments arc protracted out in three directions; one segment sticks 
straight ahead. while the other two arc at forty -fivc degrees on either side of the direction 
of motion as shown in Figure 26. There are two such sets of line segments originating from 
the user's X and Y position, one at the user's height of eye, the other at knee level. Two sets 
are used to enable intersections to occur wi th ohjects such as a tables or pipe hangers which 
do not reach the user 's eye level. TIlC lengths of the line segments protracting to the sides 
are chosen to ~imulate the width of a human. The direction of the line segments is reversed 
if the use is walking backwards. 
Figure 26: Collision Segments 
The length of the line segment in the direction of motion is calculated each 
frame by simply calculating the difference between the last view position and !he present 
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position then multiplying by a safety factor of 1.5. This prevents the user from passing 
through a bulkhead prior to testing it for intersections. if there was no user movement 
between the previous and current frames, a line segment is gencrated in the user's eye point 
disection. The length of the line segment was chosen to be long enough to prevent passing 
through an object given the maximum speed the user could traverse in an average fran~ 
cyele 
When a collision occurs, a global collision flag is immediately set. The 
application process, which calculates the user's next position, re(;Qgnizes the collision flag 
and sets the user's speed to zero. Also, the user's position is set to the last position recorded 
prior to the collision. This gives the affect of bouncing back off the collided object. To 
brcak away from the object collided with, thl: user must reverse direction or nrrn away from 
the object enough to make the linl: segment generated in the view direction not intersect the 
object the user collided with. 
3. Picking 
Picking is the ability to grab an object with an input device and perfonn some 
function with it. In this ship walkthrough, picking is accomplished by depressing the 
middle mouse button and either the right or left mouse button at the same time. The objel:t 
picked will be the object at which the mouse cursor i.~ pointing. If wearing the head" 
mounted display, the object pickoo will be the object di.~played at the cross hairs in thc 
middle of the display. 
During the application process, if it is detectoo that the mouse buttons are 
depressed to initiate picking, a Performl:r function called "pfChanPick" which returns the 
node or object picked. It performs this function in much the same wayan intersection 
request is performed. The inputs to the function include the normalized screen coordinates 
of the mouse or cross hairs. The function generates a ray which originates from the user's 
eye point and passes through a point on the near clipping plane generated by the screen 
coordinates of the mouse. The objects intersected by the ray are queued into an array of 
"pfHi!" stnlCtures. 
1'0 obtain infonnation concerning the object picked. a que!)" is made to the 
"pfHit" stmctUIe and the nearest Object hit is returned. The "pfHit" structure returnerl 
includes a pointer to the node hit, which is used to rletennine if an objen which can be 
manipulated has been selected. if so, the poimer is used hy the program to perform the 
required manipulations. 
This feature is used to manipulate ohjeeL~ in the database. such as doors, valves. 
arld n07.7.les. To open a door, the right and mirlrlle mouse button must be depressed at the 
same time with the mOllse pointing to the door. The pick testing above is performed and a 
pointer to the door is returned. The application begins to rotate the door in its open di rection 
until it reaches its max.imum rotation of ninety degn::es or until the mouse buttons are 
released. To close the door, tht": ldt and nuddle mouse buttons are dt":pressed at the samt": 
time, and the opposite motion occurs. The door rotates three degrees every frame while 
being picked. 
The operation of valves is similar 10 the operation of doors as far as the method 
used to open and shut the valves. Valves undergo translation movements as well as rotation 
movements. When opening a valve the vaJvt": stem rises and the valve hand-wheel rotates 
in either the counter-clockwise direction; the opposite occurs when the valve is shutting. 
Picking is used for several other functiom in this ship walkthrough. When an 
object which cannot be manipulated is picked, a the hypertext display is put onto the screen 
and information about the object is displayed. Actions such as opening and closing fire hose 
nozzles, turning off and on ventilation fans, and activating the halon control system. The 
algorithm distinguishes betwe-.en the types of nodes selected by using the intersection mask 
each object possesses and an array of pointers to the objects which were generated during 
the rlatabase loading process discussed above and in Chapter lIl. The pseudocode displayed 
in Figure 27 explains the algorithm for determining what operations to perform on the 
ohject picked. 




case INFO .... \1A.SK; 
inde~ '" findSelecwdNode(ObjecIPicked. mask); 
DisplayTe~t(ArTaylnfoNodePoinwrs[inde~I); 
break; 
case ~fANIP _MASK: 





Figure 27: Pseudocode for Object Mask Operatiun 
D. SUMMARY 
Collision detection is a key concept in this application. It aids the navigation algorithm 
for walking. simulates realism by stopping the user when running in to objects, and enables 
object manipulation through the "picking" algorithm. 
Although there are more efficient algorithms to conduct coUision detection, 
performam;e has not been inhibited with the methods employed in this thesis. Since the 
collision detection scheme traverses the hierarchical database, only performing intersection 
test on objects which pass the intersection masks test, and since the inte,,~ection test only 
checks seven line segments against the geometry each frame, the present method has been 
found to be satisfactory. As more interaction is added to this thesis between objects, 
requiring many more line segments to test against the geometry, perfonnance will cenainly 
suffer. Therefore, additional work will be required to improve the performance of the 
collision detection algorithm as more interaction between objects occurs and mOIe precise 
collision detection be(;omes necessary. 
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VII. POT£NTlALL Y V]SIBLF. SETS 
A. THEORY 
One of the traditional impediments to creating large scale architectural walkthroughs 
has been the time n:quired to ctetenninc which pOllion of the database La display on the 
screen. -[his is nonnall)' done in two steps, during the cull process and the draw process, 
which are discussed in Chapter II. MethlXls to maximize the perfunnance of these two 
prO(;esses <Ire discussed in Chapler III, specifically the user of hierarchical data structures. 
However, once a visual database passes a cC11ain size, even these methods result in fairly 
poor performance. There is simply too much nata to cull quickly, and too many objects left 
in the display list by the cull process to draw quickly. 
A simple assumption based upon this premise is that by reducing the amount t.he 
application needs to cull, the speed of the application is increased. The problem is that by 
removing portions of the database from culling consideration, it is possible, even likely. 
that portions of the database which should be visible to the user will not be rendered, thus 
reducing the realism of the simulation 
In addition, once the parts of the database not in the viewing flUstum are culkd from 
consideration to be drawn, most of the remaining polygons will not be drawn. This is 
because they will be occluded from the user's view by other porlions of lhe database. For 
exampk, if a user is one foot away from the outside wall of a huilding, hc only sees the wall 
in front of him. However, most of the interior of the building has not heen culled from 
consideration to be drawn since it is in Ihe viewing frustum, and the I.lraw process ffillst 
spend time deciding that those polygons should not he drawn. 
To overcome this eneumhrance and increase the speed of an application while 
maintaining a high tldelity, potentially visihle sets (PVS) are USM. TIlis theory, first 
espoused by Airey in his Ph.D. tllt~sis at the University of North Carolina, Chapel IIill 
[AIRElJOflj, and expounded upon by Funkhouser at University of California. nerkeley 
I rll~X92lrFUNK94J , has been primarily used for bllllding walkthroughs. PVS divides the 
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databasl: spatially into various voluml:~. Each volume, called a cell, has a limited number 
of areas which can be viewed by a user in that cell. Thl: number of potentially visibk 3J1:3S 
are limited due to the prl:sence of opaque object.~, such as walls, Ooors, ceilings, bookcases, 
etc. Rrl:aks in these objects, such as doors and windows. are called portals. Thl:se allow thl: 
user to see into cells other than the one he is in, and sight lines through more than one portal 
permit the u~er to view a potentially unlimitJ:d number of cells. However, this is I:xtremely 
unlikely, and normally the number of othl:r cells potentially visible from one cell is quite 
limited . Because of this, it is not nectssary to perform culling opl:rations on al l the portions 
of the database, but only those few whkh are potentially visible from the cell the user is 
currently in. Also, once the database is culled. the draw process is greatly speedl:d up 
because there are fewer polygons receiving consideration to be drawn. For example, Figure 
28 shows an architectural database consisting of several rooms, which are idl:ntified by 
capitollettl:rs. While in one of these rooms, it is impossible to see all the others; in fact, in 
some of them, it is only possible to see into one other room. Because of this, it is 
unnecessary to examine the entire database to determine what is visible. For example, 
consider a user at location "}" in room "G", looking in the direction of the arrow. If 
potentially visible sets were nO! used, rooms "A" and "B" would be culled during the cull 
routine and the draw process would decide not to display areas "C", "D", and "E", since, 
even though they are in Lhe view frustum, they are hidden behind walls. However, if 
potentially visible sets are used, the cull process would not have to spend time considering 
rooms "A" and "B", since they can never be viewed from room "F", nor would the draw 
process need to decide that areas "C", "D", and "E" cannot be seen, for the same reason. 
Because of these "shortcuts", the frame rate while displaying this database would be much 
greater using PVS than otherwise. 
Buildings lend themselves exceedingly well to this sort of division, since most 
buildings are inherently divided into cells by their walls, floors and ceilings. In addition. 
the portals are normally quite limited, causing the number of potentially visible sets from 
each cell to be very low, reducing the culling and draw loads on the application. Other 
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,-------------, Location·> PVS 
c 
A A -> C,D,F,F B -;> D,E,F 
---"'T'"----l C -> A,D 
/0 ~:: ~:=:~:~,F 
G ~ -: ~:B,D,G 
Figure 28: Building Di,-ided into Cells with Potentially Visible Sets Listed 
foom of ~imulations, such as !light simulators or wide-area wargaming simulations, do not 
benefit as greatly. since a majority of the database is potentially visible from any point in 
the simulation. 
B. RATIONALE FOR US E OF PVS IN THE SHIPBOARD VET 
Even having organiz.ed the database effectually using a hierarchical data structure as 
described in Chapter In and using Performer's efficient algori thms to cull and draw the 
database, a database the size of the Antares would significantly slow the application. As 
discussed above, PVS are especially effective when the database contains a large number 
of occluding objects. A ~hip is divided much more than normal buildings for a variety of 
reasons: maintaining watertight integrity , limited space. and limiting hattle damage being 
paramount among them. Therefore, since a ship lends itself so well to spatial subdivision 
using PVS, which implies a correspondingly large increase in the frame rate. PVS is used 
to incn:ase the speed of the application. 
One disadvantage of creating the database from scratch rather than the actual ship data 
was that the majority of eompanments modeled were much larger than compartrm:nts of 
at:tual Ships. Since this thesis required modeling as large a portion of the ship as possible 
in a limited time period, detail suffered. Therefore, areas of the ship which would have 
actually been s ubdivided into several smaller compartments were left as larger. non-
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divided spaces. A prime example of this is the area on the Damage Control Deck. Although 
Damage Control Ct:ntral and the Hull Technician Shop were accurately sil.t:d, the other 
spaces on this deck were much larger than those actually found on ship. These spaces would 
have been divided into many smaller spaces, such as fan rooms, repair lockers, offices, etc. 
H all the spaces had been so further divided, this would have reduced the volume which 
would have been potentially visible from each cell of the ship. This means whatever 
increase in performance is gained by using PVS can be! expected to have heen greater if the 
model had been more accurately subdivided. 
C. DETERMINING CELLS AND CELL VISIDILlTY 
Many of the people who performed the early work in PVS created involved algorithms 
to determine tht: boundaries of each cell and which cells are potentially visible from that 
celt. Both [AJRE90A] and [FUNK94] went to great lengthS to create computt:rized 
methods of breaking the model into cells and detennining which portions of the database 
are visible from each cell. These involve determining sight lines through portals, creating 
adjacency graphs for the entire database, recursive searches through the database, and 
many other methods to divide the database as efficiently as pos.~ible. 
These advanced methods were determined to be beyond the scope of this thesis, as 
there simply was not timt: to build such a computer program and make significant progress 
on the final application in the allotted time. Instead, an extremely simplistic approach was 
used, which nonetheless demonstrated the efficiency oflhe PVS for shipboard applications 
and was sufficient for this simulation. The database was divided not by computing visible 
sight lines through portals, but instead by dividing the database along natural boundaries, 
such as bulkheads. Each cell was a rcclangular cube, which simplified determining which 
cdl the user was in. 
Creating a list ofPVS for each cell was Similarly simplified. It consisted of the mooeler 
predicting which cells were visible from each of the other cells, implementing that 
prediction and testing it by mnning the application. Any deficiencies were noted and 
corrected, the PVS data file updated, and the new prcdiction tested in the same way. 
Although this method was tedious. it is adequalr. for this application . since the number of 
PVS is limited and the method of creatlllg cells is simplistic. 
Howevcr. these simplistic methods only served to reinforce the importance of the 
mc!hods Airey and Funkhouser used. It is obvious how dividing the database into even 
more PVS would increase perfonnance, yet it is extremely time consuming to do this by 
hand. Even for the relatively simple model used in this thcsis, it was impossible manually 
to predict with a high dcgree of certainty what will be visible from each cell. Although the 
cOSt of this inaccuracy was relatively low. it was only acceptable sincc the number of cells 
in this model is quite limited compared to what is required for a highly realistic model of 
an entire ship. In that case, the time spent changing the PVS data would he prohibitive. and 
it would be essen tial to have a method of automating this process. 
D. MODELLING TO ENHANCE USING POTENTIALLY VISIBLE SETS 
1. ~'Iodirying the Mudel 
Thc hierarchical data structure discussed in the Chapter III facilitated using 
potentially visible sets. As discussed above, the model wasnotdividcd as finely as possible. 
but instead cells were ercated by dividing the databasc along inhcrent boundaries. Since the 
datahase had been previously divided spatially to enhance the cull process, it only rcquired 
minor changes to modify it to support potentially visiblc sets. 
These minor changes consisted of three opcrations. The fIrst was mov ing some 
objects around in the hierarchy so that similar objects which are visible from the same areas 
are under the same group. This reduces the number of groups which arc visible fro m each 
cell. which simplifies the algorithm and search process. The second operation was dividing 
a single group into several so that the number of polygons which were not potcntially 
visible from the user 's position, but were nonetheless retained by the PYS algorithm. was 
minimized. The fina l was running the application and looking for areas where polygons 
were included as potentially visible when they were not. and more importantly. looking for 
polygons which should be visible but were not because of the PVS data. After this was 
none, the process was repeated, until the database was fairly tightly divided. It is important 
to note that this process does not create celis, but rather groups geometry. The common 
property is that all of the geometry in a group is potentially visible from the same cells, or 
at least to the extent of the algorithm. 
2. Embedding PVS Data into the Database 
Once the database had been suitably divided, the next task was to include 
information in it so that the application would be able to use the PVS. Each group which 
contained a single PVS is given an index, which is encoded in the database using the same 
methods used to embed other information into the model, discussed in Chapter III. Before 
the model is loaded, the loading callback creates a matrix of node pointers, named 
"PVSMatrix." As the loader is loading nodes from the model. it does not add the geometry 
to the scene. Instead, the loading callback checks each group to detennine if it is the root 
node ofa PVS. If .~o, a pointer to that node is stored in "PVSMatrix", under the index which 
is embedded in that group. Thus, after the loading process, the scene is still empty and a 
matrix consisting ofpoimers to the root nodes of all the PVS has been created. 
E. THE PVS ALGORITHM AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION 
Data File Makeup and PVS Initialization 
After the model has been loaded and the mauix of node pointers has been 
created, the PVS system is set up to manipulate the data encoded in the model. The data 
required to utilize thi.~ infonnation is included in a data file named "pvsData.dat" in the 
"models" directory. Each line of this file contains the data for single cell, which is stored 
in a matrix named "PVSinfoMatrix" as il is read. This cell data consists of an integer which 
serves as an index, six floats which are the minimum and maximum boundary values in 
three dimensions of the cell, and an unspecified number of integers, which are the indices 
of the sets which are visible from that cell in ascending order. It should be noted that even 
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though the database was primarily divided along compartment lines. the cell information 
in "PVSinfoMatrix" and the set information in "PVSMarrix" do nO! nt:cessarily 
correspond. Thus, the set numocn::d fifteen might not be visible from the cell numbered 
ftfteen. 
Afler the information has been loaded from the data fik. the PVS system is 
initialized. This consist~ of fllluing what cell the user is initially in by looping through the 
valUl:s in "PVSinfoMatrix" and looking for a cell whose minimum and maximum houndary 
values bracket the user's initial position. Once such a cell is found. tht: application realizes 
that is the cell that the user is in and acts accordingly. II takes the indices stored for that cell 
III "PVSinfoi\-latrix" and loarls the nodes with those indices from "PVSMatrix" into the 
scene. This results in the correct sets being loaded for the user's initial cell. 
2. Basic Algorithm 
Once the PVS system has been initialized, the system will automatically handle 
updating which PVS are vi~ible based upon the user's location. This is performed in the 
function " uprlatePVS", which is called in the application process previous to "pt"Frame," 
By calling "updatePVS" as part of the application process, the frame rate of the simulation 
is not affected since the application process is not the limiting process in the system, Thus, 
whatever gains PVS creates come without adding any actual overhead, 
The basic algorithm to determine which PVS to display was streamlined by the 
simplicity of the division of the database. Since each of the cells is a cuhe, detennining if 
the user has left the cell is only a matter of comparing the user's position in three 
dimensions to the boundary values of the cell which hc was in the last frame, If the 
boundary values of that cell still bracket his position, nothing more need be done and the 
function returns. 
If, however, the user's position is outside of any of the cell's boundary values. 
the algorithm searches "PVSinfoMatrix" to determine what new cell the user has entered 
If the user's position does not meet the boundary values of any of the cells in 
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"PVSinfoMatrix", the PVS manager will load all the sets to the scene. The cell values were 
constructed so that this should never happen; however, most bugs "should never happen." 
Because a degradation in performance was considered preferable to confusing the user by 
having geometry which is visible not rendered, this feature was added. "'[hen the user 
reaches a volume rewgnized by the PVS manager, all the superfluous geometry is removed 
and the application continues at the normal, high frame rate. 
Once PVS manager determines in which cell the user is now, it must detennine 
wh at geometry to add to the scene. It is impossible to simply add the geometry in the new 
cell to the scene and maintain efficiency. This is because itis likely that two adjacent cells, 
for example cell "A" and cell "B", share many of the &ame PVS. If, as the user leaves cell 
"A" and enters cell "R", all the .~ets visible from cell uR" are simply added to the scene, it 
results in the scene containing two copies of the sets that "A" and "B" have in cO!nmon. If 
the application runs for any length of time, the number of copies of each piece of geometry 
in the scene becomes quite large. This increases the culling and drawing load of the 
application, to the point where it soon negates the gains made by using PVS and actually 
makes performam;e worse than if PVS is not used. It is possible to avoid this problem by 
removing all the geometry l:UITentiy in the Sl:ene before adding all the PVS of the new cell: 
however, this operation has a fairly high overhead. While this penalty is not noticed with a 
small database like the one used in trus application, it becomes quite a hinderance in an 
applil:ation using a larger dat.1base. 
A rather complex algorithm is used to update the list of sets being displayed to 
avoid this potential pitfall. Figure 29 displays the algorithm in pseudocode. The algorithm 
stans by setting currentlyVisib1e to the index of the fusl PVS for the cell the user was 
previously in and nextVisible to the index of the fIrst PVS displayed in the cell in which 
the user is now. If then l:ompares these two values at the line marked by (1) in Figure 29. 
Because the indices were in the data file in ascending order, if currently Visible is less than 
the nextVisible, it means that the PVS of the previous cell with the index of 
currentlyVisib1e is not displayed, and that cd) is removed from the scene. l:UITentlyVisible 
is thc:n set to the value of the next index visible in the previous cell and the process loops. 
If. instead, thl:: "if' statement at (1) is not true, it again o:.:ompares the values of nextVisible 
;lnd currentlyVisihle at {l), and if nextVisihk is less th~n the valul:: or currentlyVisible, it 
means lhat the node indexed by nextVisible is not o:.:urrently bdng display~j and should be, 
so it is added to the SCl:ne, and nexlYisible is set to the index of the next PVS of the new 
o:.:dl. If both 0) and (2) afe false, the same PVS is being indexed by both variables, which 
means that PVS is CUITClltly being displayed and needs to be displayed. 111erefore, the else 
at (~) is executed, and both variables are merely incrcmcntcd to the next index of their 
n:speL:tive cell. If all the PVS from the new cell have been added to the ~t.:ene, it means that 
all the PVS remaining from the old eel! need to be removed from the scene, On the other 
hand, if all the PVS from the old t.:e!] have been removed, it means that all the remaining 
PVS from the new eel! can be added to the scene, These cases are handled by the "if' 
statement~ at (4) and (5). 
J, Efficiency of the Algorithm 
The me thod of computirlg which cell the user is in was streamlined by the 
simplicity of the division of the database, Sint.:e eat.:h of the t.:ells is a cube, detemrining 
which (;ube the user is in is only a matter of performing six t10atirlg point comparisons for 
each of the cells in the database, On average this will take 6*N/2 computations, which is 
(O(N)), where:-; is the number of cells into which the database is divided, which i~ twentv 
for this ll10deL However, by making the algorithm first check those c("Jls the user is Jikdy 
to be in, this average can be improved, to what extent depends on the nature of the 
application, For example , in an engineering training application which uses the same 
model, where most of the· user's time is spent in the engine room and two auxiliary spaces, 
putting those spaces in the search JiSt fir st will greatly reduce the search time. Although the 
res\,lt is still O(N), there is still a t.hreefold increase in perfonnance, dropping the av<:rage 
from si:uy computations to slightly greater than eighteen computations. 
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cell 
and exit loop 
exit loop 
lend loop 
i f(no mo re PVS fo r new cell } (4) 
delete the romain~ng PVS of old ce l l 
if(no more ?VS for old cell} (5) 
add the re.l1aining ?VS of new cell and 
Figure 29: Pseudo Code for PVS Geometry Replacement Algorithm 
Once the application has determine<! which cdl the user is in, it is only necessary 
to perfonn six comparisons to check if the user is still in the same cell. If the user has left 
the cell he was previously in, the process of determining which cell the user is in is 
repeater!. 
F. RESULTS OF UsmG PVS 
There are several methods to measure the effects of using PVS 10 increase the speed of 
applications. One (;Ommon method is to examine the reduction in the numbers of objects 
and polygons \I\siblc to each cell compared to those in the entire database. The entire ship 
contains 911 objects and 22,840 polygons, The minimum reduction in both the number of 
objects and the number of polygons occurs in the Engine Room Upper Le\lel cell. This cell 
has 385 objects and 7644 polygons. which produces a 57.7% reduction in the number of 
objects and a 66.5% reduction in the number of polygons. This is expected, since from this 
cell it is possible to see all of the engine room and Engine Room Landing. Thc maximum 
reduction occurs in the Operations Office cell. which is also as expected, since the only 
other place visiblc from thc Operations Office is the Ops Landing. The Operations Office 
cell contains 5~ objects and 571 polygons, which is a 93.6% reduction in objects and a 
97.5% reduction in polygons from the entire model. TIlt: average cell consists of 199.2 
object.~ and 3381.7 polygons, which gives a very impressive reduction of78.1 % and HS.2% 
from the entire model respectively. Further discussion of object and polygon reduction, in 
addition to data for the entire ship, is included in Appendix B. 
However, while this method shows how much the database is reduced by using PVS, 
this is nolthe true goal ofPVS. and therefore should not be used as the true measure of its 
effectiveness. The desired result of PVS is to increase thc frame rate of the application, and 
this is the only result which tnlly matlers. Polygon reduction merely gives an indication of 
how weU the algorithm will improve performance. For example, a method of PVS which 
reduct:s the average polygon count by 95%, but requires so much ovt:rhead that the frame 
rate increases only 15%, it is not as desirable as a method which reduces the database only 
25%, but increases frame rate by 60%. 
By this standard. the PVS algorithm docs extremely well. It increased the average 
frame rate on the Reality Engine 2 by48.l ~k, the Reality Engine 1 by 42.7%. and the Indigo 
2 Extreme by 63.6%. In most cases, the application ran as fast on the Reality Engine I using 
PVS as it did on the Reality Engine 2 without PVS; the average was just onc frame per 
second faster on the RE2. This means that PVS effectively translated the performance of a 
machine which will be available .~oon for $29, 000 to that ofa machine five times the price. 
rhe increase in performance is also true ofthe Indigo 2 as compared to the Realit)' Engine 
1. What is also important is that using PVS lifts the frame rate of the REI from 
unacccptabit': to acceptable. using Airey's assertion that six frames per second is the 
minimum acceptable for an immersive walkthrough (ATRE90A). Using PVS on thc REI 
raises the average frame rate from 5.5 fps to 9.6; in addition, it raises the average minimum 
from a grossly unacceptable 3.2 fps to 7.2 fps, still fast enough for immersion. Indeed, with 
rvs the Indigo 2 Extreme is only 0.5 fps from meeting Ai.rey's minimum. When 
examining this data . it is also important to remember that, as rliscussed in Chapter Ill, the 
increase in performance due to PVS would be much greater using the model for an actual 
ship. TIle methodology used for this experiment and the data taken are contained in 
Appendix B. 
One other point of interest is the difference in the intersection process between the PVS 
version and the version without PVS . While the time requi.red for the cull and the draw 
process went up as cxpectcd, approximately doubling in the non-PVS version. the Lime 
requi.red for the intersection process went up by approximately a factor of five. The 
intersection process still did not limit frame rate, as the time for the draw process greatly 
exceeded it, but the intersection process was now significantly longer than the cull process. 
The reason for this is the nature of the intersection testing. The cull process can quickly 
discard branc hes of the tree ifno portion of any object in that branch is in the view frustum, 
and the database is designed to make this as easy as possible. However, the intersection 
mask of a node is the bitwise "OR" of all its children and their descendants. Therefore, the 
intersection process has to descend each branch that has any Object with an intersection 
mask which meets its mask. Since the database is not grouped by intersection masks. the 
intersection process is more likely to have to descend a branch deeply before it can be 
discarded. The effed of PYS greatly reducing the number of branches in the database is 
noticed most in the intersection process, since it has to traverse deeper into the branches 
that are present. 
G. SUMMARY 
The visual database used for the shipboard VET is too large to be rendered in real time 
by normal methods, except on an extremely expensive computer. Both the average and 
minimum frame rates are too low to present the user with any sort of illusion of immersion. 
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To correct this, a simple fann of PVS was designed and implemented. 11 increased the 
frame ratc~ to levels whkh make the u~cr feel he j~ actually on a ship while still running 
the application on a machin!: whose price makes it possible to put several on a Navy ship. 
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VIII. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
The: environment all board a Navy ship can change drastically during a casualty such 
as a fIre or steam leak. 1n order for Navy ships to be ahle to maintain their warfigllling 
capabiJity whilt: sustaining such casualtlcs, the ship 's personnd must be highly trained to 
react immediatdy and correctly. To achieve this type of response, these persOllnd receive 
training at damage control simlilators prior to reporting aboard a ship. At these simulators, 
each individual is required to enter a space that is engulfed in names andcxlinguish the fire 
This type of training is conducted to effectively simulate the environment which results 
when a fire occurs on board a ship so that these individuals will be better prepared to fight 
the actual casualty. By the same token. it is desired that this vinual shipboard trainer 
effectively simulates tht: environmental changes which occur when casualties such as a fire 
or steam leak occm in order that the sailors will be better prepart:.C1 to fight tht: actual 
casualty. 
Realist ic simulation of the changes which occur in the surrounding environment of the 
virtual ship due to casualties and the user's actions is the goal for simulating environmental 
effects. For example, when using a fire hose to put out a fire, the effect of the water hitt ing 
and spraying off objr.cts must be simulat~, or the realism orthe simulation is degraded and 
the effect on the rrainee is degraded. When a steam leak occurs, the spaces in which the 
steam leak occurred should fill up with steam and reduce visibility. or the simulation will 
not adequately prepare thc trainee for the actual casualty. 
Modeling objects such as fire, smoke and water which do not have well defined shapes 
and surfaces using traditional graphics teChniques is difficult. The most commonly used 
graphics primitives consists of polygons, patches and surfaces, all of which havt: very 
distinct and discrete edges. The surfaces of the fuzzy objects are irregular, ill-defined with 
dynamic surfaces, so traditional primitives are difficult to use. It is the dynamic and fluid 
propeny of the fuzzy systems that is desirable and needs to be preserved in the rendered 
ohjec!. Two methods are used in this thesis to preserve these properties: textured polygons 
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and particle systems. A discussion of both methods as weU as simulating the effects in real-
lime casualty scenarios follows. 
A. PREVIOUS WORK 
The conceptual ideas in which our fuzzy object paradigms are based were first 
introduced by Reeves in [REEVR3j and Gardner in [GARD851 [GARD92]. neiI models 
are based on physically based equations which are too long to be used in a real-time system. 
Reeves presented a method for modeling fuzzy objects using a technique called 
particle systems in [REEV83j. A particle system differs from an object represented usmg 
traditional image synthesis techniques. First, the object is represented as a set of randomly 
placed primitive particles within a bounded volume rather than by a set of primitive 
smfaces. Second, the panicles are not static but change form, move and die over timt:. 
Gardner presented a method to generate realistic smoke and clouds in [GARDR5 J ami 
[GARD92] . The modds he presented use<:! ellipsoids that are covered using a tt:xture 
derived as a function of the transmittance of transparency each ellipsoid should possess. 
TIle transmittance of transparency varies from the center of the Object to the edges of the 
ellipse as a Gaussian function. The overall effect is realized when a series of textured 
ellipsoids are generated and subsequently translated as a function of ambient wind 
conditions. 
Environmental effects based on the work of Reeves and Gardner have been produced 
more recently by Corbin [eORB93] and Watt lWATT94]. Both greatly simplified the 
computational eomple)(ity of the methods introduced by Reeves and Gardner so that the 
effects could be realized using a real time system. 
B. TEXTURED POLYGONS 
Te)(turoo polygons are used to provide the effects for tire, smoke and water spray in tht: 
virtual shipboard tralner. Using traditional graphics primitives, it is difficult to realistically 
simulate these effects due to their dynamic nature. However, a set of textured polygons 
which are blended correctly with the surrounding environment and movc naturally can 
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provide a realistic simulation of the dynmmc obJect Tbcrcfore, in the lln;Jiemcnt.1tion of 
fire , smoke and water spray, sets of moving textured polygons which are hlemkd with the 
surrounding environml:nt are used, Tn implementing fire and smoke;, the Performer 
software utility library was employed which provirles smoke and fu'e data structures and 
fllnc tions. The fue and smoke effect generated with this program is shown in Figure 30. A 
discussion of each dynamic object follows. 
Figure 30: Fire and Smoke, Antares Engine Room 
1. Firt! 
Simulating a frre in the virtual ship is aco:.:omplishcd with the aid of the 
Performer utility Library. Pcrfonner's fire consists of a group of semi-transparent polygons 
which are lexnlred with an image of a raging fue. In order to make these polygons look like 
a realistic fue, a utility library function iscallcd which creates a new "pfuSmoke" structure. 
This structure is a set of attributes which define particular qualities of the fLTc. Part of the 
"pfuSrnoke" data smlcture consists of an array of thirty-two "puff' structures. Thcscdcfine 
the vector coordinates. tcxtmc coordinates. start times, speed, direction. radius, and 
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transparency for each textured polygon. The vector coordinates of each puff are randomly 
clctcrmim:d within a bounding area surrounding the central location, or origin of thc firc. 
Each "puff' structure i.~ drawn during every frame, and since each "puff' has a differcn! 
speed and initial location, it is sufficiently random to produce a dynamic effect. Thc 
transparem;y of a puffs increases the further it is from the origin, causing it to bknd into thc 
surrounding environment. The "puff', once it travels to the fire boundary outer limits. is 
reinitialized to start it's sequence again with a new set of attributes. 
To start a flIe in the virtual ship, the Performer utility library is initialized with 
the origin of the fire, its initial radius and the user 's view position in the virtual ship. This 
information is passed to the utility Library each frame prior to the draw process. To enable 
the fire to grow, a time dependent growth function is used which increases the radius of the 
fire as time elapses as long as the user is not extinguishing the fire by either a vari-nozzle 
or the halon activation system. When this occurs, the radius decreases depending on the 
type of extinguishing agent applied to the fire and the time it is applied. The Wier's location 
is required each frame because the puff is a set of polygons and not a three-dimensional 
object. Therefore, the polygons must face the viewer at all times to provide a realistic effect. 
2. Smoke 
Smoke is generated by the same Performer utility library. The arc only two 
noticeable differences. The fust and most obvious is that the texture applied to the polygons 
is an image of smoke. The other difference is that the smoke puffs rise vertically at quicker 
speeds, while the fire polygons move slower and remain close to the height of the ftre's 
origin. The smoke radius is also a time dependent function similar to the fire function. 
3. Water Spray 
The water spray is a set of six textured polygons connC{;ted in the center along 
one axis ami aligned every sixty degrees about the axis. The water spray is 10ilded into the 
application program as a dynamic coordinate system (DeS) node, which enables it to be 
easily sized, translated and rotilled. When the fire hose nozzle is opened, a collision 
ce!ection algorithm is initialed during the inlJ;::rsection callback process. Four line segments 
are sent OUi from the nozzle along Ihe path of the water. The line segments which intersects 
with the scene geometry closest 10 the nozzle returns the coordinates of the collision. The 
textured polygons which make up the water spray arc then randomly rotated about Ilu: 
illlersected coordinate to provide the effect of water spraying off ObjC(;lS. 
C. PARTICLE SYSTEMS 
A partitie system is IIsed to provide the graphical simulation of a steam leak and oil 
spray in the virtual ship trainer. An oil spray and steam leak consists of many panicles 
originating from the samt: location and lIaveling in random directions at random speeds 
within a bounded volume. A panicle system possesses the attributes to simulate th is motion 
as well a~ delivering it through the graphics pipeline with essentially no degradation in 
performance. E~amples of the steam leak and oil spray genrrated in the vinual ship arr 
shown in Figure 3 t and Figure 32, respectively. 
Particle systems have advantages over objects generatl:d using traditional imagl: 
sYlllhl:sis techniques. The first being that it is much simpler to represent than a surface 
object because orientation is normally nota concern. Hence, the computation time for each 
primitive is reduced allowing objects made of more primitives to be rrndcred in the saml: 
time period, resulting is a more realistic simulation for essentially the same price. Second, 
the model definition for translation of the particles is procedural, usually based on physical 
Jaws, eon,trolled by random numbers, allowing the mooeler to adjust the level of detail to 
fit the specific situation, [CORB93) 
In order to generate images quickly, light points were chosen to rcpresent the panicles 
since it is a very simple structure consisting of only a frw primitivcs. A light point is 
basically a group of colored pixels which can be placed in the virtual world, where the 
number of pixels depends on the size you make it and the color depends on the RGB valuc 
assigned to it. The particle system can contain up to two thousand light points or particles 
before system frame rate is affected. 
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Figure 31: Steam Particle System 
Figure 32: Oil Spray Particle System 
The Performer software embeds light points in a struenrre ealled "pfLightPoints," 
which is a type of "pfNode" in the Performer data struenrre. A "pfLightPoint" nude ean 
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cQntain any number of light points as children. The children or light points share color and 
sile attributes, yet can be placed in different locations in the virtual environment. By 
random piatcment of the light points in a bounded volume. the partide system is generated. 
rJlt: advantage of this code is that it is sufficiently generic that it can be used to create a 
wide variety of casualties, such as condensate rupture, seawater leak, feed rupture, 
flooding. etc. The two which are implemented in the shipboard VET are a steam kak and 
fuel oil spray. 
Steam Leak Implementation 
Randomplacement of the particks in the bounded volume does not produce the 
effect of spray emanating fro m a source and traveling at an initial velocity a given distance, 
which is the effect desired for a steam leak. In order to produce this effect each particle is 
initialized to originate from the origin of the leak. with an initial velocity vector as shown 
in Figure 33. TIle initial velocity vector direction is calculated by randomly choosing a 
target coordinate at the far bounds of the bounded volume and subtrJcting the origin 
coord inate. The velocity vector's magnitude is the length of the vector multiplied by a 
random number between 0.2 and 1.0. The minimum random velocity multiplication factor 
of 0.2 was chosen to prevent a build up of an excessive amount of slow panicles. The 
particle's location is updated each frame to its new position based on its initial velocity 
vector. If the new position is beyond the Limits of the bounded volume, the particle 
disappears and is reinitialized to the origin with a new random velocity vector. 
2. Oil Spray Implementation 
An oil spray differs from a steam leak in its dynamic motion through the 
environment. A steam particle, after exiting the steam source with an initial velocity created 
by the pressure of the steam source, travds a small distance before it becomes imermixect 
with the atmosphere and blends into it or condenses. On the other hand, an oil panicle will 
travel in the environment until it hits an Object. The oil particle takes on a ballistic motion 
through the atmosphere as gravitational and drag forces affect its velocity vector. 
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Therefore, the oil spray implementation is exactly like the steam leak implementation with 
some additional physical based forces imposed on the algorithm. The path of an oil particle 




Figure 33: Particle Initialization 
Origin 
Figure 34: Oil Particle Path 
Like the steam leak, the oil panicles originate from the same location with an 
initial random vdocity vector. The oil particle velocity vector is calculated using the same 
method as the steam leak velocity vector. During its flight the oil particles undergo 
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gravitational acceleration whic:.:h cause the particles to fall toward the deck. Unlike the 
steam particle, the oil particle continues \0 travel beyond its lIolumetric bounds until it hits 
an object to add n:alism. 
rhe steam leak and oil spray particle systems arc initialized and updated using 
the same procedural calL The physical based motion is applied to the partides during the 
update stage only if a variable is St:l to true in the procedural call. The pseudocode for the 
particle systems is provided in Figure 35 
O. ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS 
The atmosphere on board a ship (an change dramatically when a fue or steam leak 
occurs due to the ship's (;onfined spaces wilh limited ventilation. To act:urateJy simulate 
this. fog func tions from the Performer software tool kit are used to obscure the user's vision 
in the virtual world, 
The Performer's "pfFog" data structure can be modified to support the illusion of 
being in a smoke filled or steam filled compartment. It accomplishes th is by controlling the 
hardware fo g function to blend each pixel color on the screen with the color of the fog. The 
amount of hlending is dependent on the range of the fog. [50194] 
The intensity of the .~moke and steam in a compartment is a time dependent function. 
The longer period of time the Gre bums or the longer period of time the steam leak 
continues, the greater the visual ohscurity should be, When a fire or a steam leak is initiated, 
the fog function is called with the color attribute of the obscurity and range attribute of 
thirty meters. With each frame, the distance oflhe fog decreases until it reaches aminimum 
of five meters. 
Intensity of the smoke or steam is less in a compartment adjacent to the casualty than 
in the compartment where the casualty is occurring. This is factored into the obscurity 
algorithm by changing the range of the fog to correspond to the expected obscurity intensity 
level in each adjacent compartment. The smoke or steam obscurity will dissipate after the 
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//partid elnilializalion 
void particleSclUp(Panid e. Veloc ilyArray. ThrgetArray. Nurnranicle~. color. ori-
gin. size. ilireclion. radius. lenglh) 
I 
{/Figure out boundi,ng volume for J?<U1icle system 
:MakeConeFromOrigin(length, radllls. direction. origin); 
/!RandomlyfillconetaJgetare.1(circleatendofcone) 
for(i=O: i<: (2-numParticles): i++) 
I 
spacing = generateRandNum(); 
TargetArray[i]=plru;eTargel(spacing); 
I/lnit ialize.a11paniciepositi?nsand initial velocities 
for t i =0; I <: numPartlc\Cs; 1_) 
I 
index = generateRandNum(); /I 0.2 ... 1 
YeiocityArray[iJ = TargetAITay[indexJ . origin: /I calculate veloc ity 
Particle liJ.pos=origin; 
//Move Panicles (called each frame) 
void move~anic\t:S(Particles. targetArray. VelocityArray, numPanicles. origin. 
length. phsl~aJ1yBa=l) 
I 




for (i= 0; i <: numParticlcs, i_) 
I 
oldPos,. Panic\e[iJ.pos: 
Panide[i].pos = oldPos + VclocityArrayfi-1 - Gravity: 
/I Check to see if panicle hit ground and if so reiniliillize il 
if (Particle.posZ < GroundHeight) 
Reinitialize(Particie[i]); 
II/panicle travels with initial velocity to limits of volumetrk bounds 
for (i= 0; i <: numpanicle~: i++) 
{ 
oldPos = Panic\e[iJ.pos; 
ParticlcliJ.pos= oldPos + VelocityArray[il; 
//Check 10 sec if the partic le goes beyond volumetric limits 
lengthPartic\e=Panicle[iJ.pos - origin; 
if (IengthPanicle> length) 
rcinitializc(Paniclclil); 
Figure 35: Pseudocode for Particle System Algoritbms 
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tasl.lally causing condition is .stopped and the ventilation fans are turned on. The dissipation 
of the obscurity is also simulated using a time dependent funnion. 
F.. REAL-TIME CASUALTY SCENERIOS 
Simu lating a main space fue or an engine·room steam leak on board a Navy ship is 
both hard to coordinate and hard to simulate. These types of casualties are "all hands" 
evcnts, affecting evcry person on board the ship. They must be done pcriodicaUy to 
maintain the crew's proficiency and teamwork in fighting thc casualties. Therefore, in 
ordcr to conduct a fuc drill or steam leak drill, it consumes many man-hours and requ ires 
a grcat deal of planning. Furthermore, the environmental effects is vcry difficult to 
simulate. Hence, scenarios incorporating the effects described above were integrated into 
the simulator to provide low cost, easy to coordinate, rcalistic training in addition to the 
periodic "all hands" driUs. These casualties arc capable of being networked to other 
workstations to allow the cntire team to interact and coordinate combatting the casualty. 
This networked capability is discussed in detail ill. 
1. Main Space Fire Casualty Sequence 
By depressing either of the 'f' or 'F' keys on the keyboard, the main space fire 
casualty sequence o:.:ommcnces with a lP-5 fuel oil leak at a piping dbow joint in the lower 
level of the engine room. The fuel oil leak develops into an engine room fire if the oil leak 
is not stopped within twenty seconds by shutting an isolation valve upstream of the leak. 
The fue breaks out with a radius of two meters and, if no extinguishing agent is applied, 
grows with each framc cycle until it reac:hcs a maximum radius of 3.5 meters. 
The fire o:.:an be extinguished by either obtaining and opening a vari-llozzle to 
apply high velocity spray to thl: base of the fire or activating thl: halon fire extinguishing 
system. If using the vari-nozzle to apply the extinguishing agent, the fue-fighter must be 
within six meten of the fire and apply the high velocity spray within five degree,~ of either 
side of the fire's origin. 'I'he fire decreases in radius at a rate commensurate with the amount 
of time the extinguishing agent is applied. If the fU'efighter does not keep the high velocity 
spray within the above constraints, the fire will grow as before. If, instead, the firefighter 
activates the halon fue suppression system to ell-tinguish the fire, the fire responds as in 
reality and decreases at a quicker rate than if water is applied. 
Once the fire is initiated, the environment in the main space hegins to fill up with 
smoke. Gray-black smoke incrementally fills the compartment for as long as the fire 
continues to burn, causing a reduction in visibility until a minimum visibility of five meters 
is reached. Once the fire is out, the smoke can be cleared by turning on ventilation fans. 
2. Steam Leak Casualty 
By depressing either of the 's ' or'S' keys on the keyboard, a steam leak develops 
ata union on the deaerating feed tank (OJ-."T) outLet piping just below the DFT feed isolation 
valve. The steam leak is constrained within the bounding volume of a cone, with a length 
of 0.75 meters and a radius of 0.25 meters. The size of the steam leak changes if the OFT 
feed isolation valve is manipulated. As the valve handwheel is closed, the leak reduces in 
proponion to the percentage the valve is opened. This is consistent with reality, since as the 
valve is shut, it will throttle the flow of steam through it, reducing pressure at the leak. Once 
the OFT feed isolation valve is fully shut and ventilation fans are activated. the steam can 
be dissipated. 
The steam leak also causes the atmosphere to become obscured as in the fire 
casualty discussed above. The difference is that the color of the obscurity for steam is 
white-gray, compared to the grey-black of the fue. If both casualties are occurring at the 
same time, the combination of the smoke and fire causes the obscurity to take on a mill-eel 
color, where the amount of color caused hyeach casualty depends on the length of time the 
particular casualty has been in affect. 
F. SUMMARY 
Simulating environmental conditions is very important in creatinE realistic and 
effective training scenarios. This simulation uses both Performer utilities and the author~' 
own code to create an environment significantly realistic to train sailors. The advantage of 




IX. NETWORKED ENVIRONMENT 
A. RATIONALE FOR A NETWORKED TRAINER 
Since the earliest days of naval warfare, the efficiency of a ship in battle has been 
largely determined by teamwork of the sailors manning her. A ship whose crew is trained 
to work together smartly will (;Q[lSlstently defeat a ship whose teamwork is not as polished. 
even if the skills of the individual sailors on the losing ship exceed those of the winntfs. 
The Navy has long understood Ihis truism, and place heavy emphasis Oil rraini ng shipboard 
personnel as a learn. Traditionally, team training has either bet:n carried out at sea or by 
sending a ship's learn to a land-based team trainer at one of a limited number of locations. 
However. as training budgets decline, both operating funds to send ships to sea and training 
funds to send teams to remote rraining sites arc declining to alarmingly low levels 
To maintain a high degree of readiness, a new, lower-cost tra ining method is required. 
The reasons why virtual reality is an outstanding vehicle to meet this need are given in the 
inrrod uetion. However, unless the virtual environment is networked, it cannot meet the 
Navy's team rraining requirements, and therefore will not teach the most important l es.~on 
of traini ng: teamwork. 
B. THE DIS COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL 
In the history of computers, some of the biggest problems have involved 
compatibility. Traditionally, all aspects of computer systems have been designed with little 
thought to interoperability and interacting with other systems. A multitude of operating 
systems, architectures, languages, and networking protocols exists, yet there is no standard 
for any of them to interact. Because of this, different systems cannot be used wgether. 
forcing the consumer to completely revamp his entire operation at considerable expense 
cvny time a new development in technology occurs. 
In order to avoid this pitfall in the area of simulations. the government decided Ihat all 
simulators built for its llse must meet it eurnpatibility standard which allows them to 
communicate with each other. This standard is the distributed interactive simulation (DIS) 
protocol, and all simulators built for the govemmcnt must be able to conununicate using 
this system [00092]. Accordingly, the ship walkthrough project uses the DIS protocol to 
allow different workstations participating in the sam~ ~xercise to conununicate. 
rhe uriginal version of this protoc01 is described in detail in [TST91], and the version 
2.0J, which is used by this simulation, is contained in [TST93]. The basic concept of this 
protocol is to decentralize the database, so that each individual participant keeps its own 
copy of the database. 'm is allows participants using a wide variety uf systems to take part 
in the same exercise. For example, an M-I tank simulated on a 5350,000 STM:N"ET node at 
Fort Knox, Kentucky, can be fighting a Hind helicopter simulated on a $25,000 Indigo 2 
Extreme at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. 
Protocol Data Units and Deduced Reckoning 
Exercises begin with each entity (participant in the simulation) sharing the same 
terrain database. Entities communicate by sending protocol data units (POU's) across the 
network. Each POU contains a unique exercise identification, so that several exercises can 
share the same network without interference. There are several types ofPOU's which can 
be used to describe various events, such as weapons fuings and detonatiom, logistics 
requests and events, and collisions. However, the basic type of POU which cames a 
majority of the networking traffic is the entity state POO. TIle structure of the entity state 
POU is described in detail in Table 3. 
The entity state POU is used by an entity to give other participants cssential 
information about itself. It contains data fields which allow the entity to encode a wide 
range of information, which include its unique identification, force identification, location, 
linear velocity, acceleration, and markings. 
It is po.~sible for a participant to send out entity state POU's every framc to 
constantly inform all the other participants of its actual location, velocity, etc. However, 
with a large number of participants, this would quickly overwhelm the capability of the 
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Fi clds POl) Subfields 
?rotocol Version 8 - hit. ~ 
Exercise TD - 8 - h i t un'ligned int o 
P"Idding - 8 - hit unus .. " 
Time S tamp - 3 2 - bit unsigned int. 
Lcngt;' - lo -bi t unsig ned i n teger 
Padding - 16-oi.t U:1w'cd 





f.pplicatio!l - 16-bit un".i.gncd ir.t 
Entity - 8 - bit unsign ed i n teger 
Ent.ity Kind - 8 - bit enumeration 
Domain - B-bit en·.lIDetatio:1 
Count r y - 8-bit .m·.U1H: rat ior. 
Ca.t cgor~· - 8 - h i t "nurncr"lion 
Subcat"gory - 8 -bit enurr."rat i.on 
Specific - 8 - bit enumeration 
E:1t ity Ki nd - 8 - bit enumeratior. 
Country - 8-bit enu:nera tio:l 
Cateqory 8-bit enumer"ltio n 
Specific - 8 - bit. enumarat. i.on 






Ent i ty 
Velocity 
PDU .3uhf i elds 
X Cotn[?on .. nt - 32 - bit FP 
~- Component 
Z - Cr..>IT,ponent - 32-bit F? 
Entity x Compon .. n t -
Y - Comb:><ment 
Z - Com;:>onen t 
Er.tity Psi - 32 - bit flo a ting point 
- 32-bit flo a ting point 
Psi- 32 - bit flo a t:'ng point 
Entity 32 - bit record of enumerations 
hppea ranc .. 
Reckoning 
Entity 
H ... rk:'",gs 
Capabili-
Dead Reckon Algorithm - a - bit enum 
Other Pararn .. ters - 120 bits unus .. d 
Entity Lin ..... r Ace. - 3x32 - bit FP 
Entity Ang. Vel . -3 x32 bit I nteger 
Ch ... racter set - 8-bit enurner"tion 
11 - 8 - bit unsigned integers 
32 boole"n fie lds 
Chang .. - 16 - bit uns iqned :'nt .. ge :: 
ID-att ... ched to-16-bit u:lsigned int 
P"rameter Type - 32-bit par1lmeter 
type record 
Table 3: Entity State PDU. From [IST931 
network and bring the simulation to a halt. Instead, a participant sends out an entity state 
PDU as rardy as possible. In the time lapse betwccn receiving the PDU's of another entity, 
an entity in the exercise estimates the position of the other entity using deduced recknning 
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(dead reckoning, or OR ). This process is the reason t.he entity state POU contains fields for 
linear velocity, acceleration, and dead reckoning parameters. Dead ret:koning takes an 
entity's last known position (the location field oille last entity state POU received) and, 
usi ng tile velocity and accelerat ion of that POU and the time since that PDU was received, 
estimates that entity's current position. The simulation then places the graphical 
representation of the entity at that location in the virtual world. 
An obvious problem with this method is that an entity may maneuver in the time 
between sending POU's. "[bis causes its actual position to differ significantly from the 
OR'ed position where al l the other entities in the exercise arc representing it, This is solved 
by having each entity DR itself and compare the DR result to its actual location, Tf the 
difference between the two is greater than a predetermined threshold value (normally three 
meters), the entity will send out another entity state POU to inform all the other participants 
of its correct location, If the time sin<.:e its last POU ex<.:ecds a certain value, an entity will 
send an entity state POU , even if its DR'C{j position still matches its actual position, This 
is done to inform the other participants that it is still participating in the simulation. TIlis 
time is five seconds unless another value is specified before the start of the exercise 
llST931. 
C. NETWORKING THE SHIP WALKTHROUGH 
1. Networking Other Participants 
Method oj Communicating Users lnfonnation 
The first step in crearing a shared virtual environment is to create a method 
of communication so that each workstation involved can update the others about the actions 
of its entities. This is fairly simple to do by using the DIS networked library developed by 
Zeswitz for his master's thesis here at NPS [ZESW93], This library allowed the 
progranuncrs to merely create POD's and use the library function "write_pdu' to transmit 
them over the network. Receiving POU's was equally simple, using the "read_pdu" 
function. In addition, much of the information contained in the entity state POU, such as 
cntity type, appearance, markings, etc .. is Ignored, since it is not required to convey any 
information by this application. Also simplifying matters is the fact that the simulation was 
originally limited to under twenty participants, a fairly small number by DIS standards. 
This allows a simple matrix to be used to store the applicable infonnation of each entity in 
the simulation instead of a complex hashing algorithm. 
As mentioned above, an entity in the exercise must determine when to send 
a POD over the network to update the other users. As discussed above, POU's arc sent if 
the time since the last POU sent exceeds a certain value, or if the entity's position and 
orientation differ from its DR'ed position and orientation by greater than a certain amount. 
This is a drawback to networking a human figure instead of vehicle.~, which are more 
prevalent in networked environments. Because humans can change their orientation much 
quicker than a truck or a tank, it results in a much larger network load. A human can turn 
ninety degrees in under one fifth of a se{;ond, while a tank might take as long as fifteen 
seconds. This means that humans are much more likcly to exceed the allowable difference 
between actual orientation and OR'ed orientation, necessitating that a PDU be sent. An 
example of this is that a simulation in which most of the entities are vehicles, such as 
~'T'S'N'"ET, has an average POU rate of eight PDU's I entity-se{; depending on the lype of 
exercise, whereas the ship walkthrough's average is fifteen POU's I entity-sec_ 
Another problem concerning sending POU updates is the ability of the user 
to stop and start instantly. Be{;ausc acceleration, and more important. deceleration, are 
quick, discrete proce.~ses vice the slow analog processes they are in a vehicle, the most 
likely source of error bet\ll~en an entity's actual position and its OR'ed position is a change 
in speW of the user. The jump in moving an entity's representation from its DR'ed position 
to its updated position is quite noticeable. Therefore, whenever the user stops, a POU is 
immediately sent informing all the other participants of the entity's location and velocity. 
Although the entire entity state POU must be transferred over the network, 
only a few fields are actually needed to convey the information required by this simulation: 
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(h~ entity iei. which uniquely identifies em.:h entity in the simulation; the force_id field, 
which is used to identify entities is exiting the exercise; tht: entity location, which gives that 
en tity ' s location in three space; the entity orientation, which gives the entity's direction of 
view in three space; and the entity's velocity, which gives the entity's direction of [notion 
in three spacc_ To take advantage of this, an entity state POU is created when the network 
is initialized, TIle entity id of this particular user, which will never change during the 
exercise, is stored in this PD U and the unused portions of the POU are set to flull values 
\Vhenevcr the unit nems to send a POll, it simply updates the portions of this PDU that the 
application uses and sends it. Thus, all the unused fields of a PDU are only Sl;':t once, 
reducing the overhead of sendiJig a PDU. 
b. Handling PDU's 
In order to save memory space. rather than storing entire PDU's for each 
entity, a data structure, named "saiJorType". was created, which contains only the 
infonnation necessary to the application. This structure is shown in Figure 36. The integer 
"empty" indicates if the structure currently contains an entity or is empty. The entity's 
location and heading information is stored in "DR posit," which is of type "pfCoord," a 
special Performer data structure. It velocity is contained in "DRvec," a thrre dimensional 
vector. The use of the Performer DCS node and Performer switch node will be discussed 
later in this chapter. A one-dimensional matrix of "sailorTypes". whose dimension is the 
maximum number of participants allowed, is created during the network initialization 
process and named "sailors." 
















Figure 36: Sailor Type Structure 
lOt 
Once an entity receives a POU from another entity, it must interpret that 
POU to correctly update that entity's position in the world. The function which performs 
this action is shown in Figun: 37. lt first checks if the POU is from itself, and if so. it 
discards it since it has no need to update itself. If the POU is not its own, it then loops 
through all the sailorType entities in its database, comparing the entity id of this unit to 
those of the units already in the database, Ifit finds a match, itehecks ifthatentity is leaving 
the simulation. If so, it deletes it from the world; if not, it uses the informat ion found in the 
POU to update that entity's location, orientation, velocity and move its representation in 
the virtual world. If the entity is not already in the database, it checks if there is room for 




of .,ntities in data base ) loop 
if \?DU .ent ity_id = entity(i) .entity_id in databas .. ) 
if (entity ( i ) is leaving exercise) 
deh.te entity(i) '$ model 
.. xit function 
end l oop 
if (room for another sailor) 
ddd e n tity to database 
print error statement 
Figure 37: Pseudo Code Describing the PJ)U Handling Function 
Representing the Other Entities in the Virtual World 
Up to this point, the discussion has been limited to sending and receiving 
PDU's. However, even if each work station in a virtual world knows where all the other 
entities an:, that information is useless unless it is used to produce a graphical 
representation the user can see. Tn order to enhance the feeling of realism, these other 
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participants are represented using a primitive. non-articulated modd of a human, displayed 
in Figure 38. The model was created here at NPS by Paul Barham based upon University 
of Pennsylvania's JACK modd as a 1IultiGen FLT file fur usc as a solider in NPSNET It 
is renamed "blueshirt.t1t" and modified forthis project to suggest a sailor; his torso and legs 
are colored light and dlUk blue. respectively, to indicate dungarees. a sailor' s basic working 
unifol1n atloat, and heis wearing a ballcap, a sailor' s at-sea headgear. This modeL although 
far from lifelike, provides a recognizable image of a saiJor, from which the user can 
deterrnine the orientation, position, and movement of other participants in the networked 
environment. 
During the model loading process, "blueshirt.flt'· is loaded and stored in 
shared memory. Once a PDU has been received, if the sending entity is not already in the 
database. a copy ufthe model is created and stored in memory. The pointer to the DeS node 
for this entity in the matrix "sailors" is set to the copy's location in memory. This DeS node 
is then translated to that entity's position and aligned along its orientation. If the entity is 
already in the database, the existing DeS node is rran.~lated and aligned correctly. in the 
lime between PDU's, the model is translated to its OR'ed position based upon its last 
reponed location and velucity. 
2. Updating the Model of the Virtual Ship 
The networking effort was expected to end once it was possible to connect 
different participants and visually represent each participant on all the workstations 
involved in the exercise. However, once was achieved, the result was unsatisfactory . What 
one user did to the database was not represented at the other workstations, and this effect 
severely reduced the realism of the simulation. For example, a user would open a door in 
his world and walk through it. However, since the other stations were not infonlted that the 
door opened, it appeared to other users that the sailor magically walked through a closed 
door. While this is a humorous example, deficiencies such as this severely reduce the 
realism of the environment. To create an effective training tool, th is flaw had to be 
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Figure 38: Graphical Representation uf A Sailor 
(orre(ted. However, updating the underlying database is a much more (omplicated process 
than updating users' positions and movement. It is necessary to ac(ount for the race 
<:ondi.tiom. which are (reated when more than one participant attempts to manipulate the 
same resource simultaneously. To make matters worse, there is not an explicit method to 
send database updates between participants in an exercise using the DIS standard. 
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Several methods to shan: updates between stations were considered. The fi n"l 
network uxk encodes the database infonnation in the unused articulated parameters 
ponions of the entity state POU. The articulated parameter tlclds are normally used to give 
infof)"!lution about the emity whose position the entity state POU updates, such-as what 
din:ction a tank' s turret is facing or whether a submarine's periscope is raised. Using them 
to describe the database it.>elf is a relatively unused concept, yet it makes sense for a 
walkthrough such as this. Since the movement of all movable items in the database is 
constrained. it is possible \Q give satisfactory descriptions in the small space available in an 
articulated parameter record. The main advantage of us ing this method is that it does not 
create appreciably more nct traffic, which is important, since, as discussed earlier, the 
network 102d is already quite high. The data is transferred as part of a POU which is already 
being sent to update the entity's position. TIle only additional network traffic created is that 
a small numher of changes to the database require a POU to be sent inuncdiatcly 10 update 
the other participants databasc. 
Updating the database infonnation in this manner is accomplished hy always 
sending information about a certain object in the same location of the articulated 
parameters malrilt in the entity state POU. ~uring the loading process, each item in the 
database which can be updated is given a unique index. When an item is moved and 
requires its position update 10 be sent to the other participants, its index and current position 
are sent to the networking portion of the program. The network code then places this 
infonnation into the correct location in the articulation parameter matrix of the next POU 
to be sent. If, before that POU is sent, that object is changed again. the networking code 
ovelwrites the old value with the new. So long as all participants are using the same 
database, the indelt for each movable object will be the same for each participant. 
This method of database updating ignores race conditions, which werc not found 
to be a problem in this relatively simple databasc. Since all movable items arc constrained, 
such as doors and drawers, two participants attempting to manipulate the same object 
resulted in the same result which would occur in reality : the item would jerk hack and forth 
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as one then the other would gain control, and whoever pulled or pushed last controlled the 
position of the item. Although this is not a very elegant solution, and would not work for 
items which were free to move anywhere, such as a toolbox, it serves more than adequately 
for this database, 
3. Updating Other Infurmation Between Participants 
Although generating a networked environment where all the partidpants share 
the same database greatly increases the realism of the simulation, it still leaves areas which 
are unsatisfactory. The major problem is that the casualties arc still local to the workstation 
which generates them. For example, if one participant stans a fIre in the engine room on 
his station, the otherpanicipants in the engine room see only him move around as he carries 
out the actions to fight the fue. However, none of the others see the fire he created, the 
smoke from that fue, or the fact that he is holding the vari-nozzle to extinguish the flames. 
rherefore, networked team training could not be accomplished using this simulation as it 
then existed. 
Updating the RepresentaJion of the Sailor 
rhe sailor can be in one of three states during the simulation; he can be not 
holding a vari-nozzle, he can be holding a vari-nozzle which is not discharging agent, and 
he can be holding a van-nozzle which is discharging agent. To be able to display the 
distinction, the model displayed in Figure 38 was modified using MultiGen. The basic 
representation was copied twice, and one of these copies was moditied to reflect a sailor 
holding a shut vari-nozzle, which i.\ shown in Figure 39, while the other was modified to 
show a sailor holding an open van-nozzle, which is shown in Figure 40. The original and 
two copies were placed in the hierarchy of "blueshirt.flt "as children of a switch node. 1\ 
switch node is a node which can display either zero, one, or all of its children. A pointer to 
this entity's switch node was placed in the correct index uf the matrix "sailors". Originally, 
all the participants are shown as the sailor without the nozzle. If a participant picks up a 
nozzle, the next PDU he sends rcflC{;ts that fact. When each of the other participants in the 
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exercise receive that PDU, they change which of the children of the switch node is bemg 
displayed to the sailor with the shut nozzie. Llke"nse, if a participant then opens the nOllle 
or returns it to storage, he sends a PDU which informs the others of that fa(;\ and they 
display the correct representation of that sailor. 
Figure 39: Sailor Holding a Closed Vari·No7.z1e 
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Figure 40: Sailor Holding an Open Vari-Nozzle 
b_ Updating Casualties 
The solution which was used [0 solve [he problem of networking the 
database had to be modified before it could be applied to updating ca~ualties_ because in 
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t.his case race conditions can not be Ignored. For exampk, a fire should incn::ase in scope if 
no actioI'. is taken and decrease in scope if a panicipant puts extinguishing agent on it. 
However, if cne p~rticipant takes no action 10 extinguish the fITe and sends out [he size of 
the fire being larger than before, anr! another sprays water on the fire and sends OUI the sizl: 
of the fire being smaller than before, the fire 's behavior is nondctt:rmini stic : it could shrink 
as it should, it CQuid grow, or it could stay the same. Obviously, this is not an acceptable 
solution. 
To correct this, a form of "ownership" is llsed for the casualties in tht: 
simulation, (main space fire, fud oil kak and steam leak) , and their corrective actions 
(applying extinguishing agent and shutting valves). TIle distributed natllIe of the network 
is maintained because no one central workstation is responsible for all casualties. Instead, 
the station which initiates the casualty "owns" it, i.e., is responsible for updating the other 
stations as 10 the status of the casualty. For example, if station "A" starts a fire, it keeps 
track of the size of the fue. (The terms u~ed to describe the casualties and their parameters 
are described fully in the Chapter VlIT.) TIlis means that if station "B" sprays the fire with 
water, instead of"B"reducing the size of the fue and sending out an update of the new si ze. 
the next POU it sends contains the information that it is putting water on the fire. All the 
other stations ignore this portion of the PO U, but station "A" takes it. reduces the size of 
the flre, and the next update POU it sends will reflect the reduction in tire size. If more than 
one station is putting water on the fue, each will tell station "A", which will deo:;rement the 
fire size based upon how many stations are extinguishing the fue. This is realistic, since if 
several hoses are used on a fire, it will decrease quicker than if a single hose is used 
Updating the steam and fuel oil leaks is done similarly. The participant 
which smrted the leak keeps track of the position of the regulating valve. As another 
participant manipulates the valve, he sends a PDU saying he is opening orciosing the valve. 
The smtion which initiated the casualty takes this message and updates the valve position. 
The initiating station then sends ant a POU informing all the other participants of the 
valve 's position. so they ean display their representation of the leak correctly. 
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D. SUMMARY 
As work on this thesis began. networking the application was not considered to be in 
the scope of this thesis. However, as the application progressed, it became obvious that a 
simulation which docs not allow team training would be of little or no usc to the Navy, so 
a networked system was created, 
This networking solutions used for this application work very well for its scope arld 
complexity. However, the methods were devised more as a proof of concept than a final 
solution to the problem. The network was created to show that it was feasible to network 
several sailors and t:asualric:s in the same virtual shipboard environment. As the simulation 
grows in complexity, it is unlikely that the method used will be able to expand sufficiently 
to handle a broader range of casualties. This is because of the size of the PDU's effects 
network efficiency. While it is theoretically possible under [TST93] to add any number of 
articulated parameters 10 an entity state POU. in practke this would make the entity state 
POU so large that network efficiency would be adversely effected. There are several 
methods which can be used to overcome this problem, and these are discussed in the future 




This goal of this Ihesis is to create a prototype ~hipboard virtual environment, which 
can prove the feasibility of using virlUai environments as a training tuol for the U.S. Navy 
To achieve this goal, this thesis explon:s several areas of computer science, and achieved 
the following n~sullS ' 
A model of sufficient sile and complexity was created to demonstrate that a large-
scale database can be visualized at real-time, interactive frame ra tes. To do this, 
the model is .~tored in a hierarchical data structure and divided into potentially 
visible sets, which greatly increases the perfom1:lnCe of the algori thm 
The simulation is networked so that scveml user's can interact in the same virtual 
environment for learn training. Not only can the users see and interact with each 
other, the database is also networked to increase the realism of the simulation 
An involved collision detection mec::hanism was created to facilitate picking and 
prevent the user fro m moving through decks, bulkheads and other objects. 
Several training scenarios were created to both test and train the IIser. The 
scenarios realistically respond to the user's ac tions to give effective training 
feedback. 
A wide range of environmental effects were created which simulate casualties to 
increase the realism of training scenarios. 
An HMO vt":rsion of the walkthrough was created to give the u.~er a sense of 
irrunersion. 
A desktop version was created to allow the user to spend several hours in the 
virtual environment. 
Several training devices art": im;orporatt":d into the simulation. 1l1t":St": include a 
hypertt":xt window to display infonnation, path planning to teach the user 
navigation skills, and a deck overview to constantly infonn the user of his position 
in the ship. 
The literature search did not revt":ai any walkthrough sys[t":m which combined such a 
wide raoge of features. TIle method in which these features were combined creates a highly 
realistic, easy to use simulation wi th a great deal of potential as a training platform, This 
program could easily be expanded to become a extremely valuable training device for the 
Navy of the Twenty-First Century 
n. RECOl\'1MENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
There arc several areas which need to be implemented or improved before this project 
is ready to be used as a fl eet trainer. They are included below, in the authors' order of 
importance. 
1. Crt!att! a Model Using Real Ship Data 
As impressive and functional as the result of this thesis is, its use will be limited 
until the virtual environment is simulating an actual Naval vessel. Since an actual Navy 
ship is too large to model without using CAD data, a method to convert the CAD data used 
into a fonnat which can be visualin:d is a necessity. However, as long as contractors use 
their own proprietary CAD software to design ships, building a visuaLization model will be 
so cost prohibitive to be almost impossible. The Navy needs \0 create a standard format for 
visualization data and require that all CAD data delivered by contractors be in that format. 
This would be much like the DIS protocol imposed on all simulators. Although there would 
be quite an outcry from the contractors about tltis requirement, in reality it is not overly 
onerous and would end up saving the government a great deal of money. The day when 
everything will be visualized before it is built is almost here; the Navy needs to plan for it. 
2. Articulated Human 
Currently in the networked version of the shipboard VET, entities arc 
represented as non-articulated humans. The only articulation is having three versions of the 
model of the entity, each of which indicates a different status of the vari-nozzle. As an 
entity moves through the ship, i\ appears to "float" over the deck, with no motion of its arms 
or legs. This is very unrealistic, and greatly reduces the user ' s feeling of immersion. 
The NPS graphks group has already integrated University of Pennsylvania's 
articulated human, JACK, into NPS"''ET. Insening JACK into the shipboard VET is a very 
straightforward matter, and will add greatly to the realism of the application. 
J. Improving the Networked Capability 
The current networking ~ystem handles the database and required numocr of 
1)3rticipants quite well. However, the method used to transmit the database infonnation 
cannot be cllpanded to a significantly larger database as is required if this system is to 
modt:! an entire ship. There are several methods which will solve this problem: usmg 
another type of PDU besides the entity state PDU or creating several emitit:s for each 
rlatabase to increase the amount of :uticulated parameter slots available aft: potential 
solutions. Research needs to be done to determine the best method to update a large-scale 
database with a high number of networked llsers. 
4. Better Interfaces and Input ne~'iccs 
To take maximum advantage of the HMO version of the simulation, better 
imerfaces must be implemented. The current configuration of the NPS Graphics Lab HMO 
makes it difficult for the user to examine objects which arc "behind" his initial orientation; 
this i.~ most noticeable when the user attempts to reverse his path. The proposed changes in 
the lab configuration will help correct this problem. 
In addition, it is difficult for the user to interact wilh a three dimensional world 
using the mome, a two dimensionaJ input device. If a three dimensional input device, such 
as a 3-D mouse or data glove, were used, it would allow the user to pick objects in a more 
realistic manner, greatly improving the realism of the simulation. It would also give the 
user the capabili ty to travel in a direction other than his view direction, which is a current 
limitation. 
The third method to improve the user's sense of realism is to incorporate the 
SARCOS I·PORT device. This device is a stationary unicycle that converts the user's 
pedaling imo O"anslation Ln a virtual world. It allows a lIser in an H}..1D to pedal through the 
world; this would greatly increase the realism of the simulation by making leg motion 
required to move through the world. The I-PORT has force feedback pedals, which 
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increases the pedal resistam;e to make the user pedal harder as he climbs ladders. Also, this 
device will allow the user to move in a direction other than his view direction. 
5. Varied Casualty Scenarios 
There are only three casualties which can currelllly be simulated in the shipboard 
VET. In addition, these three casualties can only occur at fixed locations in the ship, and 
the only variables in the entire scenario are the user's actions. Having such limitl:d 
scenarios make it easy for the crew to spot only one or two indications and know exactly 
what the drill is and how to fight it optimally, Reality, however, is never so simple. and 
training su(;h as this actually makes the team less able to react to ,\iruations other than the 
canned scenario. Therefore, the ability to create many more different types of casualties, 
and the ahility to randomize the location, scope, and scripting of the casualties is essential 
to have an effective trainer. 
6. Semi-Autonomous Forces 
Given the hectic schedule of sailors at sea, finding a time when a large group can 
get together to use the simulator is difficult. A single sailor can currently use the simulator, 
but he will get no form of team training. However, if he could interact with semi-
autonomous sailors, guided by a form of artificial intelligence, who would simulate the 
other members of his team, the rraining value would be greatly im;reased. TIlercfore, a fonn 
of semi-autonomous "teammates" needs to be created to allow individual sailors to get 
training as part of a team. 
7. Increased Data Display 
Currently, when the user selects an object, only the name and function of the 
obje(;t are displayed. This capability should be e.-.;panded to display a wide range of 
information, such as what system the object is in, what is its normal position, what effect 
manipulating it will have on the ship, etc. Also, \ll the case of systems, it should be possible 
to call up and display the diagram of the system for the u~er to immediately learn about how 
each object fits into the larger picture. 
8. Improved PVS Algurithm 
As the proposed improvements in the model are implemented, the polygon count 
will increasl: exponentially. In ordl:r to maintain a satisfactory frame rate, the PVS 
algorithm will have to be improved. The manual method of defining cells and PVS's will 
no longer be adequate; an algorithm to compute smaller visibility cells and more precise 
PVS'~ will be essential. In addition. the PVS algorithm needs to be expanded to include 
swapping textures as well as geomt:try. 
9. Testing and El'aluation 
The virtual ship was crt:ated to train sailors. not merely be an exercise in 
computer science. In order to verify that VE is an effective method to train sailors, the 
effectiveness of the VET will have to be measured. While this is not a computer scienct: 
task per st:. it is essential that various methods of virtual training be evaluated for 
effectiveness in order that the computer scientists can create the best trainer possible. The 
Operations Research and System Management Departments of the Naval Postgraduate 
School should create experiments which can measure the training cffidency of the 
simulation. 
10. More Realistic and Emcient Collision Detection 
The current method of using line segments for collision detection should be 
upgraded to a more efficient volume interSlXtion algorithm. 'llIis would redw.:e the amoullt 
of overhead involvoo in the simulation. Al.~o, the algorithm should be changed so that when 
the user hit~ a wall, he duesn't stop, but instead bounce~ off at the angle of reflection. This 
would allow the llser to navigate tight spaces easier and simulatl: Sallors returning from 
liberty walking down the passagt:way. 
11. Improved Path Planning 
The current path planning algorithm uses relatively low level anifieial 
il:lelligenee. Although most of the lime it works fine, there me locations where is makes 
the llser transit away from where he wants to go to reach the first checkpoint. Also, if 
additional intelligence is added to the path planning algorithm, it can take into account that 
an arra may be impos.~ible to pa.~s through due to battle fire, smoke, flooding, battle 
damage, etc .. and route the user along a path that can actually be followed given the actual 
COllditions. 
Another possible way to use the path planner would be to make a handle.d 
version, which the use can carry with him through the ship. This would allow him to watch 
the path heing displayed as he actually transits the ship. 
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APPENDIX A. USER'S GUIDE 
This appendix is the user's guide for operating the shipboard virtual environment 
trainer (VET). It (;overs starting and running the system and discusses the interface options 
and various commands available to interan with the virtual ship. 
A. STARTING SHlJ'BOARD VET 
The Shipboard VET can be run on a variety of graphics p J ~tfurms. During the 
initialization process, it cktcrmlnes the number of processors avai lable on the platform and 
configures the multi-processing mode of the application. 
Tn Slart the Shipboard VET, one must be in the directory in which the executable 
"walK' file is located. The executable is loc~ted in "/n/bossie/work3/king/shipkumbined" 
directory at the Naval Postgraduate Schoul Graphics Laboratory. By simply typing " walk" 
followed by a return, the program begins execution of a non-networked, standard monitor 
display shipboard VET. 
To network the VET or direct the visual output to a head-mounted display, command 
line options are used following the walk command. To join an exercise in progres s with 
other workstations, the -II (;ommand line option is required. Tr directing th!;": visual output to 
a head-mounted display, the -h (;ommand line option is r!;":ljuired. 
The program takes approximately two minutes to complete the initialization phase 
During the first portion of this period, the models and textures used for the simulation are 
loaded. Once loaded, a title screen consisting of the title of the project and its author's is 
displayed on the screen until the application is finished initializing (approximately twenty 
seconds). Fol lowing application initialization, the textures loaded earlier are downloaded 
into random access memory in order that they can be quickly ac(;essed when needed. The 
textures are displayed on the .~creen as they are being download~. Once the texture 
download is completed the application begins and phu.:es the us!;":r in Combat Information 
Center. 
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B. PROGRAM TERMINATION 
There are two mrthods to exit the Shipboard VET. One method is to press lEse j, or 
your shell interrupt key, typically ICntrl-C). The other method is to select the quit menu 
button on the graphical user interface (GUI). Both of these options completely shuts down 
the system including any processes spawned during the application. (Note: the GUT option 
is not available when wearing the HMD) 
C. SCREEN LAYOUT 
The standard screen layout takes up the entire screen and includes the virtual scene 
display, graphical user interface (GUT) and deck overview. A pop-up window, which 
displays information about objects in the virtual ship, is displayed when objects arc selected 
with the mouse. These displays and there relative locations on the screen are shown in 
Figure A-I and Figure A-2. 
The virtual scene display takes up ninety percent of the screen. The overview display 
and GUI can be turned. off to allow the full screen to be taken up by the virtual scene display 
by either depressing 'Fl' on the keyboard or selecting "GUI off' on the GUT. To reenable 
the GUI and deck overview display, 'Fl' must be depressed on the keyboard. 
1. Deck Overview 
The deck overview channel is located on the lower right hand portion of the 
screen as shown in Figure A-2. It provides an overhead view of the deck on which the user 
is presently. The deck lay-out is graphically displayed. in two dimensions showing the 
locations of ladders, bulkheads, doorways and passageways. A black position cursor shows 
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Figure A·2: Monitor Display 
2. Pop-Up Data Display Window 
When the user selects an object with the mo use, a pop-up window containing 
infonnation about the object selected is displayed in the upper right hand corner of the 
scree n as shown in Figure A-2. The display stays on the screen until the mouse buttons arc 
released. 
3. Graphical User Interface 
The graphical user interface (GUI) provides the user with an "e asy to use" menu 
illlerface to perfonn an assortment of functions. "rhe GUI is located on the lower left corner 




There arc twu modcs of uperating the shipboard VET. The fust mude. 'walk"mode 
which is the default mode. simulates natllrally walking through the virtual ship. Collision 
detection is enabled meaning that the user cannot walk through objects. The other mode is 
"tly" mode which I:nables the user to move through the ship as if one were flying. In "fly" 
mode, collision dctcction is disabled allowing the user to fly through obj('.cts. Thcse modes 
are changeable by the "Modc" menu toggle button on the GUI. 
1. Mouse Operatiom 
Natural walking (walk mode) or flying (fly mode) is simulated with the aid of a 
mouse. By depressing either the right mouse key (forward motion) or the left mouse key 
(reverse motion). the user gains speed and translates through the environmcnt in the 
du-ection the user is looking. The middle mouse button causes the viewer to stop 
The direction one is looking is also determined by the mouse. 'Ine view direction 
changes in the relativc direction that the mouse cursor is positioned from the center of the 
screen. For example, the farther to the right of center the mouse cursor is, the quicker the 
individual will turn to his right. 'Jne range of motion in the vertical direction is capped to 
straight up (+90 degrees) and straight down (-90 degrees) when in "walk" mode. There is 
a one inch box in the middle of the screen referred to as the "dead zone" in which the mouse 
cursor, if inside this arl:a, does not cause the view direction to (;hange. 
The mouse is also usf{! to select objects (Pick) in the vinual ship for either object 
data display, manipulation or movement. To select an object, the user places the mouse 
cursur on an object and depresses the middle and either the !eft or right mouse button al the 
same time. If the object is not a movable object, a pop-up window is displayed in the uppl:r 
right hand corner oflhe screen a~ shown in f'igtue A-2 for as long as the mouse buttons are 
pressed down. 
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Objects Which Move 
All doors throughout the ship and cabinet covers in the Radar Room can be 
opened and closed. To open a door, the right and middle mousc button must be depressed 
at the same time with the mouse pointing to the door. The door rotates in its open direction 
until it reaches its maximum rotation of ninety degrees or until the mouse buttons arc 
released. To close the door, the left and middle mouse buttons are depressed at the same 
time, and the opposite motion occurs. 
Two valves located in the Engine Room Lower Level are both capable of 
being opened and closed. The operation of valves is similar to the operation of doors as far 
as lhe method used to open and shut the valves. 'When opening a valve the valve stem rises 
and the valve hand-wheel rotates in the counter-clockwise direction; the opposite occurs 
when shutting. 
A. vari-nozzle, when picked, is moved from it's storage location in Engine 
Room Lower Level to directly in front of the user's view at belt level. The van-nozzle can 
be opened and shut once the user has the nozzle in front of him by further picking of the 
nozzle. The nozzle is moved back to it ' s storage location by depressing 'p' or 'P' on the 
keyboard. 
h. Objects Wllich Can Be Manipulated 
A ventilation fan controller and halon activation system controller in 
Engine Room Lower Level are capable of being turned on and off by the mouse. To 
manipulate the controllers, the controller button must be picked as described above. 
2. Graphical User Interrace (GUI) 
The QUI, displayed in Figure A-3, provides the following functions, starting in 
the upper right comer and proceeding clockwise: 
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QUIT XYZHPR WALK 
GUIOff 1 I lRANSLATE TO.Q!: IEl 
HETGHTOFEYE 
RESET I I SHOW PATH TO QES. IEl 1==0= 1 
Figure A·3: Graphical User Interface 
Quit Button 
Causes the user to leave the application. Pressing the ESC key also 
accomplishes the same function. 
b. Users Position Display 
The user's location in three space is displayed here as X, Y, and Z 
coordinates. Also, the user's heading, pitch and roll are also displayed. 
Traversal Mode Selection 
The two modt:s of operation, "Oy" and "walk, which were previously 
discussed, are controllt:d by this toggle menu button. 
d. Height oj Eye Control 
The height of eye control slider enablc~ the user to vary the eye point height 
above the deck while in walk mode in order that objects which are close to the deck or up 
high "Quld be viewed at a closer distance. The user can vary height bet'ovee n 0.5 - 2.5 
Path Planning Selection 
A path planning tool is provided which takes the user along a path from his 
present location to a location of his choosing via the optimal route at normal walking speed. 
The locations which can be sekcted include CIC, the Radar Room, the Operations' Office, 
DCC, the Hull Technician's Shop and the ladder to the Engine Room. The user selects his 
destination by clicking the button titled "Show path to: <destination:>." As he clicks it, a 
different destination is displayed. When the desired destination is displayed. the lIscr 
selects the "OK" button next to it and begins travelling to that destination. At Ihis poim, the 
menu button changes to "Stop walking to: <destination:>", and if the uscr sclects it, he is no 
longer transiting to the destination and he regains control of his own motion. 
f. Reset Button 
This button allows the user to reset the application to its original state. All 
objects are returned to their initial position, all casualties are terminated, any damage 
caused by casualties is repaired, and the atmosphere is cleared. 
g. Toggle GUl Blltton 
The "GUI-Off' menu button turns the GUI and the deck overview off 
providing more screen display for the scene. The GUI and deck overview can be returned 
to the screen display by depressing "FI" on the keyboard. 
h. Translation Selection 
To facilitate the user the ability to quickly "jump" from one location in the 
virtual ship to another in the virtual ship, a translate menu button is provided. Preset aJl(;hor 
points to key locations are embedded in thc software code. ~se locations include Combat 
Information Center (CIC), Damage Control Central (DCC), Engine Room, Bridge and the 
Vehicle Loading Deck. 
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3. Keyboard Operations 
The keyhoard is primarily used to initlate ca.~ ualties on the user Jll the virmal 
cnvironment. it also provides another method to a(;(;omplish some of the functions whi(;h 





'd' or 'D' 
'f' or 'F' 
'p' or 'P' 
's' or'S' 
't' or 'T' 
' w'or'W' 
Shift 'b ' or 'B' 
Shift 'c' or 'C ' 
Shift 'd' or 'D' 
Shift 'e' or 'E' 
Shift 'p' or 'P' 
Print Scrccn 
Function 
Displays GUt and Deck Overview 
Exits program 
Toggles CPU and graphics statistics 
Initiates fire casualty sequence 
Places fire nozzle back to stored position 
Initiates steam teak casualty 
Toggles texture display 
Toggles wircframe display 
Translate to Bridge 
Translate to ere 
Translate to DCC 
Translate to Engine Room 
Translate to Vehicle Loading Platfonn 
Saves RGB image of display on s(;reen 
Table A-I: Keyhoard Inputs and FunctIOns 
4. Head-mounted Display Operation 
The program is configured to run with a head-mountcd display (HMO) if the "-
h" cOnulland line option discussed previously is used. The configuration changes the 
window size and graphics video fonnat to be compatible with thc HMD requircments. 
"Walk" mode is the only mode of operation available when wearing an HMD. The OUI, 
deck overview and pop-up window are also not displayed with the HMD. 
Walking through the virtual ship when wearing an HMO is very similar to the 
walking method discussed previously. The only difference lies in the method in which the 
view direction is determined when wearing an HMO. The HMO's tracking device 
translates the HMO's direction of view to an appropriate view direction in the virtual 
environment. Therefore, to walk around the virtual ship, the user physically looks in the 
desired direction and depresses the appropriate mouse buttons. 
Movable objects such as doors, valves and the vari-nozzle and manipulated 
objects such as fan and halon eontroBers can stH! be picked while wearing an HMO. TIlc 
method is very similar to the picking method discu.~sed previously, however instead of 
selecting objects with the mouse cursor, select objects, by placing the cros~-hairs in the 
center of the HMO view, on the object. 
E. CASUALTY SCENARIOS 
1. Fire Casualty Sequence 
By depressing either of the 'f or 'F' keys on the keyboard, the main space fire 
casualty sequence commences with a JP-5 fuel oil leak at a piping elbow joint in the lower 
level of the engine room. The fuel oil leak develops into an engine room fire if the oillcak 
is not stopped within twenty seconds by shutting an isolation valve upstream of the leak. 
rhe fire breaks out with a radius of twO mett:rs and, if no extinguishing agent is applied, 
grows with each frame cycle until it reaches a maximum radius of 3.5 meters. 
The fue can be extinguished by either obtaining and opening a vari-nozzle to 
apply high velocity spray to the base of the flre or activating the halon fire extinguishing 
system. If using the vari-nozzle to apply the extinguishing agent, the flre-flghter mu.~t be 
within six meter~ of the fire and apply the high velocity spray within five degrccs of either 
side of the fire's origin. The rue decreases in radius at a rate commensurate with the amount 
of time the extinguishing agent is applied. U networked and morc than one individual is 
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p'Jtting out the fIre, the fue goes down quickeL If the flfefighter does not keep the high 
vciocity spray within lhe above constraints, the fire will grow as before. lI, instead, the 
firefighter activates the halon fire suppression system to extinguish the fire, the fire 
responds as in reality and decreases at a quicker rate than if water is applied. 
Once the fire is initiated, the environment in the main space hegins to fill up with 
smoke. Gray-black s:1:loke incrementally fills the compartment for as long as the fire 
continues to blUn, causing a reduction in visibility until a minimum visibility of five meters 
is reached. Once the fire is out, the smoke can be cleared by turning on ventilation fans 
2. Steam Leak Casualty 
By deprcssing either of the 'so or'S' keys on the keyboard, a steam leak develops 
at a union on the deaerating feed tank (Drl) outlet piping just below the Of-T feed isolation 
valve. The size of the steam leak changes if the OFT feed isolation valve is manipulated. 
As the valve handwheel is closed. the leak reduces in proportion to the percentage the valve 
is opened. Once the OFf feed isolation valve is fully shut and ventilation fans are activated, 
the steam can be dissipated. 
The steam leak also causes the atmosphere to hecome obscured as in the fire 
casualty discussed above. The difference is that the color of the obscurity for steam is 
white-gray, compared to the grey-black of the fire. 
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APPENDIX B. EFFECT OF PVS UPON FRAME RATE 
The there are two methods of measuring the effects of using PVS upon the appli(;ation 
The first, which most researchers repan. is the number of polygons and objects which the 
PVS algorithm removes from culling and drawing consideration compared w the number 
in the entire database. The assumption is that the fewer polygons and objects left to be 
culled and drawn, the better the perfonnancc of the application. While this is tIlle. a bener 
measure of the efficiency of the algorithm is to compare framcnttcs with and without PVS 
to measure the increase in performance which PVS produces. 
A. OBJECT AND POLYGON REDUCTION 
The database for the entire ship contains 911 objects and 22,840 polygons. To measure 
the reduction in polygons in each cell, the number of objects and polygons in each cell was 
computed in MultiGrn. The difference between these numbers and the totals for the entiTl: 
model were divided by the total count to find the reduction in both object and polygons. 
The results are given in Table H-i. 
Number of % Number of % Cell Reduction Reduction Objects in Objects Polygo ns in Polygons 
Ops Landing 292 6R .O 4676 79.5 
CIC 157 82.8 227-1 l}O.O 
Radar Room 130 85.7 2218 90.3 
Ops Office 58 93.6 571 97.5 
DCC 82 91.0 961 95.8 
DCC Landing liO 87 .1 1180 94.8 
HT Shop 98 H9.2 1116 95 .1 
ER Landing 197 78.4 2231 90.2 
Table B-1: Reduction of Polygons per Cell Using PVS 
Number of % Number of % Cell Reduction Reduction Ohjects in Objects Polygons in Polygons 
I ER Upper Level 385 57,7 7644 66.5 
I ER Middle Level 38 1 58.2 7623 66.7 
ER Lower Level 381 58.2 7623 66.7 
Exterior 119 87.0 2464 89.2 
Average 199.2 78 .1 338 1.7 85.2 
Table B-1: Reduction of Polygons per Cell Using PVS 
B. lMPROVEMENT IJ'Ii FRAl\1E RATE 
Methodology 
In order to determine the efficiency of the PVS algorithm used in the shipboard 
VET. an experiment was conducted which compared the perfonnance of the PVS version 
of the application against a version which has had the PVS functionality removed. The 
methodology used was to randomly choose a point in each of the cells in the model. from 
there, the view was rolated a fu1136O° and the minimum, maximum and average frame rates 
were noted . The average was not simply the numerical average of the minimum and 
maximum, but instead was a weighted average of all the frame rates during the rota tion. 
Since there was no method to record this data, it is an estimate by the authors, and is more 
inaccurate than either the minimum or maximum frame rates. However. the authors' feel 
that it is still fairly accurate and serves as a better indkator of the efficiency of PVS, so it 
is included here. The data from this experiment is included in Table B-2. 
The average of all the results does not include the results from the exterior and 
the vehicle deck ~ause the reduction was excessively low. This is because the frame rates 
were artificially high. since most of the rotation looked at the single polygon of the wate r. 
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R~alily Engin~ 2 R~ality Engine .I Indigo 2 Extreme 
with w/o % with w/o 'k with 
I ;~~ % PVS PVS red rvs rvs red PVS "d 
Ops Lnll Low 12.0 5.5 54.2 6.7 :l.5 4H 4.8 Ui ffl.7 
Highesl 30.0 15.0 50,0 12.0 75 37.5 65 3.5 46.1 
Avem)!e 8.5 62,2 10.0 SO 50.0 5.2 2.0 61.5 
ClC Lowe~\ 6.7 66.5 8.6 (M 
Highest 20.0 L~.O 25,0 12.0 8,0 3.4 57.5 
Avemge :'iO.0 5.0 50.0 6.0 6:l.3 
12.0 0.0 500 6.7 :~.5 4.0 1.5 62.5 
Highest .'10.0 15.0 5D.0 12.0 6.7 8.0 3.4 57.5 
Average U.S 9.0 60.0 10.0 5.0 50.0 6.0 
Ops Offic~ r .ow 20.0 6.0 70.0 10.0 3.8 62.0 5.0 1.2 76.0 
Highe~t lD.O 15.0 lD.O 12.0 7.5 37.5 8.0 3.8 
Average 2~.0 10.0 GO.O 12.0 5.7 2.1 63.2 
DC C~"lTal Low 12.0 5.0 58.:l 6.7 3,0 1.2 75.0 
Highest 20.0 15.0 25.0 12.0 37 .. ~ :l.9 45.8 
Average 17.0 9.0 47.0 9.0 3R.9 6.0 
HT Shcy Lowesl 12.0 5.5 54.2 G.7 :l,0 :l.H 1.1 73.7 
Highest 20.0 15.0 25.0 10.0 8.6 14,0 7.2 4.2 
Average 16.0 10,0 :n.5 8.0 55 31.2 5.0 1.G "".0 
DCC Landg l.()w. 12.0 6.7 3,0 55.2 3.3 
Highest 10.0 8.6 14.0 7.2 4.2 
Average 8.0 4.5 43.7 4.8 L5 67.8 
ER Lndg Low~st 
Highest 12.0 8.6 28.3 6.0 3.9 35.0 
Average 22.0 12,0 10.0 60 40.0 4.8 1.9 60A 
Tahle 13-2: Comparison of Frame Rates With ann Without PYS (frames/sec) 
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Reality Engine 2 Reality Engine 1 Indigo 2 Extreme 
with w/o % with w/o % with w/o % 
pvs PVS "d PVS PVS «xl PVS PVS "d 
ER ULLowcst 15.0 7.5 50.0 7.5 4.0 46.7 4.2 1A ,".7 
Highest 30.0 15.0 50.0 12.0 86 28.3 72 4.2 4\.7 
Avcrdge 22.0 14.0 36.4 10.0 5.5 45.0 6.0 2.3 61.7 
ER ML Lowest 12.0 6.7 ".2 6.0 4.3 28.3 3.3 57.8 
HiJ.;ht:.';t 30.0 20.0 33.3 12.0 10.0 16:7 6.0 21.7 
Average 20.0 12.0 40.0 9.0 6.0 33.3 5.0 2.3 54.0 
ER LL Lowest 15.0 7.8 48.0 7.5 4.3 42.7 2.8 1A 50.0 
Highest 30.0 2().0 33.3 12.0 10.0 16.7 6.5 3.9 40.0 
Averagc 23 .0 IS.0 34.8 10.0 7.0 3lJ.0 5.8 2A 511.6 
Exterior Lowest 10.0 7.5 25.0 6.7 4.0 40.3 2.8 SO.O 
Highest 30.0 30.0 00 17.0 15.0 11.11 10.3 8.9 13.6 
Average 22.5 20.0 11.1 9.0 6.0 33.3 7.0 5.5 21.4 
Veh Deck Lowes! 7.5 6.8 9.3 5.5 3.3 40.0 2.2 5O0 
Highest 30.0 30.0 0.0 15.0 12.0 20.0 8.2 5A 34.1 
Aventge 17.0 15.0 1i.1I 9 .0 6.0 33.3 3.5 2.1 40.0 
AverngeLowes\ 13.11 6.3 54.3 7.2 3.6 5(l.O 1.2 10.1 
Highcst 26A 15.9 39.11 11.6 8.2 29.3 7.1 3.9 45.1 
Average 2M 10.7 411.1 9.6 5.5 42.7 5.5 20 63.6 
Table B-2: Comparison of Frame Rates With and Without PVS (frames/sec) 
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